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Graduates Challenged
"May

tomorrow's gleam in your eye be
just the sun reflected in your
bifocals," the Rev. William C. Hillegonds
told graduates Sunday, May 13, during Hope
College's 114th annual commencement exercises in the Civic Center.
Hillegonds was Hope chaplain'from1965August 1978. Presently pastor of Second
Reformed Church of Pella, Iowa, he returned
to Hope to deliver the commencement address, "Beginning and Ending Well."
Hillegonds challenged Hope's 424 graduating seniorsto spend the rest of their lives
building on the good beginning they had already received from family, friends and Hope
College.
"Refuse to give up your idealism,"he said,
cautioningthat idealismis neither sentimentality nor irrationality.
Good beginnings are further kept, Hillegonds contended, by guarding against spiritual complacency.

more than

Hope Hosts
General Synod
Hope College will host the annual meeting
the General Synod of the Reformed Church
in America (RCA) from June 10-15.
The Synod will open Sunday, June 10 with
an evening outdoor community worship service in the new City of Holland Municipal
of

Stadium. The service is open to all members
RCA. General sessions of the Synod will be held
in the gymnasium of the College'snew Dow
Health and Physical Education Center.
The Rev. Harvey Hoekstra, a 1945 Hope
graduate, is President of General Synod.
It marks the ninth time in the 351 year
history of the Reformed Church in America
that General Synod has been held in Holland.
The last time was 1970.
Events of significance to Hope Collegehave
occurred at previous General Synod meetings
in Holland: In 1929 delegatesparticipated in
the dedicationservice of -Dimnent Memorial
Chapel. The 1966 General Synod coincided
with the centennialcelebration of the College.
The Reformed Church Women of the Holland and Zeeland Classeswill host a visitors'
day June 14. An estimated 1,000 Reformed
Church women are expected to attend the day
which has a theme, "A Woman's Worth
."
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Life is too short to be little, so resolve now
to

make

it

big."

Finally, Hillegonds urged that the gift of

wonder never be allowed to erode. He told
graduates to remember as they grew older
that "nothing can be completely wonderful
as long as it remains too sensible."

Reminding that

the grandeur of life lies in

a fine finish, Hillegonds said:

"Listen to as much as you can. See as much
Touch as much as you can. Take
time to smell the roses — and take a lot of
pictures."
Also during commencement exercises
Willard C. Wichers '32, longtime community
ambassador, was presented an honorary Doctor of Humane Lettersdegree, (see picture
on page 5)
Dr. Victor W. Eimicke, chairman of the
Hope College Board of Trustees, presented
Wichers as a man whose life is "an except
tional record of service in promoting the
welfare of his community, his church, his
college, his native and ancestralcountries
the United States of America and the Netherlands — and the world of historical scholarship
and preservation."
Wichers, presently Netherlands Counsel
for Press and Cultural Affairs, has been
employed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the government of the Netherlands
since 1942. he has served on the College's
Board of Trustees since 1949 and held the
post of Board secretarysince 1968. He has
been Active on Holland's Tulip Time festival
committee, the Historical Cultural Commission, the Council of the Arts, the Holland
Harbor Lighthouse Commission, the Board
of Appeals and the Planning Commission.
The Rev. Glen Charles Knecht, minister
of Wallace Memorial United Presbyterian
Church in Hyattsville,Md., preached the
morning baccalaureatesermon, "Truth for
the Test."
Knecht challenged the graduating seniors
to adopt as their watchword,"Remember
Jesus Christ."
"Jesus Christ is the hub and center of all
truth. Remembrance of him restores a person
as you can.

—

continued on page 2
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NSF Honors Distinctive
Hope Science Programs
Hope's distinctive scienceprogram has
earned national recognitionby receiving three
National ScienceFoundation grants under the
1979 UndergraduateResearch Participation

program.
Hope is the only college

.

or universityin the
country to receivethree separate awards.
Eght institutions received two grants and 107
institutions were awarded a single grant.
Hope receivedhalf of the six grants awarded
all Michigan colleges and universities.
"The Hope science departments are committed to excellencein undergraduate education which is built upon a foundation of effective and innovative classroom instruction

Four Alumni Honored for Service
The presentationof Distinguished
Alumnus/Alumna Awards highlightedthe
annual Hope College Alumni Day dinner on
May 12. Owen J. Koeppe '49, Ph.D., of Columbia, Mo., Harvey '43 and Mary Lou
Hemmes '46 Koop of Hamilton,Mich, and
the late Rev. Howard G. Teusink '36 received
the Alumni Association'shighest honor.
Koeppe, provost for academic affairs at
University of Missouri-Columbia, was honored for his significant contributionsto higher
education as a teacher and biochemical research scientist.
Dr. Koeppe joined the faculty of University
of Missouri-Columbia
in 1955. In 1968 he
was named chairmanof the department of
biochemistry and in 1973 was promotedto his
present post.

Builders

He

is

a three-time winner of the Univer-

sity's student-selectedMedical School

Out-

standing Basic ScienceTeacher Award and in
1972 was chosen for the Faculty-Alumni
Award. He has held numerous University
committee posts and served on severalresearch granting agency boards, including
those of the National Science Foundation and
the National Institute of Health.
During the past two years he represented
the University on trips to Iraq, the Peoples
Republic of China, Korea and Japan for the
purpose of establishingexchange programs
for students and faculty. During his career he
has served as speakeror moderator at international

symposiums

in

Tokyo, Moscow and

Berlin.

His researchinterest

is

the biosynthesisof

proteins and peptides and he has published
numerous articles on these subjects in scientific journals.
Koeppe has directedthesis research for 10
Ph.D. and seven M.S. degrees.
He received his M.S. and Ph.D. in
biochemistry from the University of Illinois
and continued post doctoral study as a fellow
at the universities of Illinoisand Minnesota.
Koeppe has been active in TrinityPresbyterian Church as a member of the Session for 12
years and as a representativeat Presbytery
and Synod meetings. In 1970 and 1974 he
representedMissouri Presbytery at the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in
the U.S. and in 1974 he chaired the General
Assembly Committee on Justice and Human
continued on page 2

along with significant laboratoryresearchexperiences,"said Dr. F. Sheldon Wettack,
Dean for the Natural and Social Sciences.
"Student participation in research is the
cornerstone of our program. Our faculty are
committedto professionalinvolvements with
studentsas an essential component in the education process."
Wettack noted that the opportunitiesprovided for students by the NSF grants will be
an important facet of the college's science pro-

gram this summer.
"The fact that the
by NSF has resulted

peer review process used
in

Hope being

the only

institution in the country to receive three

grants is somethingof which we are extremely proud."
The grants are allowing students to work
directly with faculty members and industrial
scientists over a 10 to 12 week period this
summer. Each student receives a stipendof up
to $1,000. The remaining funds provide the
necessary suppliesand expenses associated
with the projeas.
The biology department grant ($19,000)
involves 10 students. In collaborationwith
biology faculty, students are working in a
variety of areas, some of which are the
parisitology of swimmer'sitch, mutagenic effects of chemicals on agricultural crops,
ecological studiesof the Lake Macatawa
watershed, and genetic analysis of membrane
function in Paramecium.The biology program is under the direction of Dr. Eldon Greij ,
associate professor of biology.
The chemistry department grant ($12,000)
supports the work of six undergraduates. Participants in the chemistry program are workcontinued on page 22
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Development.
He is married

to the former Jo' Anne
‘Moessner '49. They have three children : John
'75, Robei^ and Barbara, who will be a Hope
senior next fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Koop were honored for their
faithful support of Hope College and their
contributionsto church and community.
Mr. Koop is a Christmas tree and dahlia
grower. He was once the world's largest
dahlia grower and his farm was featured on
cereal boxes of the Kellogg Co. In recent years
he has had unusual success growing blue
spruce trees on a mass scale and his farm has
been visited by agricultural scientists from
Michigan State University.
The Koops are founding members of
Hamilton's Haven Reformed Church where
they have been youth club sponsors and Harvey has served as elder.
Mrs. Koop has held leadershippositions in
Reformed Church Women on the local.
Synodical and national levels. She is immediate past presidentof National Women's
League for Hope College,and has worked on
every Village Square sponsored by the League
during the past 22 years. She will serve as
1980 Village Square chairwoman.
The Koops have donated their time and
energy to many church and civic ventures,
including hosting foreignstudents and working in the local hospital.

Mr. Koop serves as

a director of

is

a

i
OWEN

J.

KOEPPE

former Class Representativeand one

HARVEY KOOP

year sent a blue spruce to each of his
classmateswho participated in the Hope
nual Fund.

An-

The Koops have been supporters of a vaHope activities and all four of their
children are Hope graduates: Mary Lynn
Koop '69 Arwady, Brian Koop '71, Barbara
Koop '74 Folkert and Jan Koop '75 Brondyke.
The late Rev. Howard G. Teusink '36 was
honored for service to the Christian church
and intetestedsupport of Hope College. He
riety of

0
Ottawa

Savings and Loan Association and Victory
Mission.
He

I

was selected to receive the award
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before his death on Oct. 24, 1978. J. Paul
Teusink '64 received the posthumous award
on behalf of his father at the Alumni Day
dinner.
At the time of his death Teusink was
servingin his 10th year as an associate minister of New York City's Marble Collegiate

For 12 years Teusink held a positionwith
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
He was married since 1940 to the former
Anna May Engelsman '30. The couple had
two sons, John Paul Teusink '64, M.D., a staff
psychiatrist at

Menninger

Clinic in

^

V-'JpcllSJ Lilgillll
The Hope Summer Repertory Theatre will
present two musicals,a drama and a comedy

To Science Programs

ing in such areas as neurochemistry, organic

authored numerous articles on stewardship
to the center of the universe in his thinking,'
for various denominational publicationsand
from July 6 to Sept. 1.
he said, and then outlined four tests which
The musical,A Funny Thing Happened in was editor of S.A.L.T., a bimonthly stewardlife would eventually present: the test of
the Way to the Forum, will open the season ship informationaland news leaflet.He comdoubt ("Sooner or later, you will come to
July 6, directed by John Tammi of the Hope pleted study programsat Church Executive
wonder about the moral government of the
theatre faculty. John Vreeke returns for his Development School and the Academy of
world"), the test of dignity ("Culture will
second season to direct the romantic drama, Fund Raising Sciencesand also served on the
say to you that you are insignificant"),
the
The Rainmaker,which opens July 13. Vreeke benevolence division of the National Council
test of duty ("You will come to the moment
of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
is currently with the Alley Theatre in Houswhen you will say, 'It isn't worth it; it's
Teusink served as a board member of Centon, Tx.
too hard to do' ") and the test of destiny
tral and NorthwesternCollegesand the RCA
A new musical. Starting Here, Starting
("Suddenlyyour heart will say, T wonder
Now, will open July 27 and will be direrted by Board of Domestic Missions. He Was presiwhere this all is leading?' ").
Arno Selco, of Case Western Reserve Univer- dent of the Synod of New York during 1975In response to these tests, Knecht said that
76 and was a member of the organizingcomsity in Cleveland, Ohio. The final opening of
remembrance of Jesus shows: that God has
mittee and the first presidentof Temple Time,
the season, /August
xugujl 3,
U
is JIldKcjptdrC
Shakespeare's
5
the hnal triumph in history; that God intended romantic comedy, Twelfth Night, directed by the RCA broadcast arm.
human life to be marked with glory, achieve- Krikor Satamian.
ment, beauty and power; that duty carried
As in the past, the Hope company consists
l
through to the final end results in fruitof young professionals
from all over the counis it
fulness;and that it is human destiny to be
try.
morally raised as a prelude to eternalresurreally
like?
The Children's PerformanceTroupe will

environmental chemistry. The director of the
chemistry project is Dr. Rodney Boyer, associate professor of chemistry.

continued from page
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Do

want to go to

college?

rection.

"This truth, this person of Jesus Christ
stands up to every practical test you will
face.
. We are called to embrace Jesus
Christ as our own so that he becomes the
dominant person of our being, so that all
else fades in our commitment to him."
The result of commitment to Christ, Knecht
concluded, is an amazing power in which the
"scatteredbeads of life" are gathered up and
held together on a common thread.
.

.

2

present two shows for privateperformances
and touring, The Great Electric Story Box and
Snow White and the Three Dwarfs. Opening
July 8 in the DeWitt Cultural Center will be
jack and the Beanstalk.
Season coupons offer a considerablesavA single coupon will allow four admissions, two to musicals and two to nonmusicals.The cost of coupons will be $16 for
adults and $14 for students and senior citizens. See page 16 for information.
ings.
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Topeka,

Kan. and Kenneth Glenn Teusink '67, vice
Church.
presidentof Houston's Bank of the SouthHe was a. graduate of Western Theological west.
Seminary and during the early years of his
career he served churches in West Olive and
Kalamazoo,Mich, and Sheldon, Iowa.
He had extensive trainingin youth work
and in 1953 was named directorof Young
People'sWork for the RCA. In 1956 he took
on the post of executivesecretary of the RCA continued from page 1
Stewardship Council and held the position for
the following 12 years. During this time he

IU UCGUine
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HOWARD TEUSINK

!

NSF Grant Tribute

short time

Graduates Challenged HoPe Summer Theatre

To RpCOmP

MARY LOU KOOP

l

What
Can

synthesis, laser spearoscopy, toxicology,

1

and

The physics department grant ($9,793)
supports the work of five students. The
physics projeas are centered around Hope's
2.5 MeV Van de Graaf Acceleratorlaboratory, and will include studies of basic nuclear
structure and properties, includingthe nuclei
of elements thought to be important in outer
space. The Hope physicists will also initiate
developmentof a technique for using the accelerator to analyze the chemical composition
of environmental samples. The director of the
physics project is Dr. James Toevs, associate
professor of physics.
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Get the answers at

Hope College
on-campus program

this

make the grade?

Explorientation
Explore the possibilitiesof a college
education through classroom experiences, extra-curricularactivities, and
free time. You will live in college
housing on a college schedule and
learn from college professors. Gaining a greater knowledgeof yourself
and your abilities, you will be better
prepared to make a decision about
college in the future.
Explorientation 79, for high school
students who have completed their
sophomore or junior year, begins
Sunday evening, July 22, and continues through Saturday, July 28.

__

Please send

NAME

me

79

Morning classes are offered in various
academic areas, career planning,
campus life, and college admissions.
Free time allows for trips to Lake
Michigan, theatre productions,
Christian Fellowship, and use of
Hope's new physical education center.
COST: Tuition, board,

room

for

i

the

week, $95.00
TRAVEL: Special arrangements being
planned.
SEND THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION

i

details about Explorientation79

ADDRESS
CITY.

PHONE NO.

i

STATE

.

In 1979-80, 1 will be a
high school junior ) senior

SEND TO REV. PETER SEMEYN, Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423.

(

(

)

Dykstra Outstanding

Hope Educator

s

scene
campus

D. Ivan Dykstra, professor of philosophy at
Hope for over three decades,has been named
the Hope College Outstanding ProfessorEducator for 1979.
Dr. Dykstra was chosen by a vote of members of the graduating class. The recipient of
the H.O.P.E. is determined by his/her
abilitiesto inspire a thirst for learningamong
students and for the degree to which he/she
personifiesthe personal and professional
characteristics of the Hope educator.
Dr. Dykstra has become synonymous with
the liberal arts education process as he has

I

_

I

Requiem for Philosophy 113
page 8

taught literally thousands of Hope students
the College'sbasic philosophy course. The
Introduction to Liberal Studies 113. He has
taught the course from his own textbook,
"The Human Enterprise."
He joined the Hope faculty in 1947, serving
first as professorof Greek. He was appointed
professor of philosophy in 1950, serving as
chairman of the philosophy department until
1977.

f

Hope students during the past school ye,ar enjoyed crossing 12th street from the dormitory complex without dodging oncoming
vehicular traffic.However, the future of the crossed road was in doubt as summer approached. Street was closed on temporary basis
during 78-79 school year to allow city officialstime to evaluate impact on trafficpatterns.In April the Holland city councilvoted 5-4 to
permanentlyclose the road, but city attorney ruled that six affirmativevotes were needed to comply with city charter stipulations for
closing a street. Issue was still unsettledat press time. Photo shows May Day celebrationon closed 12th Street which included launching
of a hot air balloon, band concert and picnic.

ten

i

Hoor

By Kathy

Keefer

Reflects on

3

A 1935 Hope graduate. Dr. Dykstra was
honored by his fellow alumni in 1970 by receivingone of the first DistinguishedAlumnus awards.
Dr. Dykstra and his wife Kathryn have two
sons, Brian of Wooster, Ohio and Darrellof
Macomb, 111. Brian teachesmusic at the College of Wooster and Darrell teaches history at
Western Illinois University.

3 Years as Teacher

studentswrote and sent messages and came to
my bed with a tear in their eye
remarkable, the land of warmth and concern
Upon first meeting this fascinating and
they showed.
friendly silver-haired man, it is immediately
"Most Hope students are good, genuine
evident how he has established the reputation people." The smiling eyes twinkled misof being easily one of the most popular Enchieviouslyas he revealed,sotto voice, "I'm
glish profs on campus. If you have not met
perfectlywillingto turn the world over to
this' man, you're missing something — and
them."
Henry ten Hoor, professorof English,at age , Ten Hoor also believes that students have
65 is retiring this year. After 33 years at
changed over the years. "In the '40's, the
Hope, he is one of four professorswho joined school was filledwith veterans on the G.I.
the faculty in 1946. And for 33 years students
bill — most kids had pretty firm notions about
have really enjoyed him (if not the subject
why they were here and what to do after they
matter).
were out. They were older, serious and
His historical ties with Hope have early
wanted to get on with it. As these students
origins: a native Hollander, his first experi- graduated, a more normal atmospherereence here was, as a young boy, seeing a
turned, as emphasis on playtime, fraternities
Shakespeare play in Carnegie gymnasium,
and sororities, etc., arose.
wherein Julius Ceaser was costumed (ecoLater; in the '60's, there was a great deal of
nomically enough) in a choir robe.
turmoil as students had to cope with the Viet
After ten Hoor received his B. A. from Cal.Nam war, minority rights. It was an unvin College, hisM.A. and Ed.D. in Englishat
healthy time ; no reason was mixed in with all
the Universityof Michigan, and taught Latin
the passion."
(his minor) at a Tennessee military school,
The general characteristic exemplified by
DeGraaf, professor emeritus, invited him to
students of the '70's is "They're much
teach at Hope. DeGraaf had been ten Hoor's
smarter— they're listening to people who
own jr. hign school teacher and principal.
know a little about what education can do and
His first semester here was the worst exsome good ways to achieveit. They know you
perience of his career. Remembering with a
don't get far with all that upheaval."
chuckle (and not without a wince), he deTen Hoor's words of wisdom to future proscribed his initiation: five freshman composition classes in a row, each with at least 25 or 30 fessors and education majors: "You won't
make much money. You might not even get a
students . . . and fondly referredto it as the
job — so if you've got your heart setpn getting
"Baptismof Fire!"
He hastened to emphasize that the majority rich, do somethingelse!" Professingto alof his work here has been pleasurable:
"There ways maintaining an old-fashionedphilosophy of teaching,.he held this ideal purpose of a
aren't many jobs in which you can spend your
working hours doing the things you'd most teacher: "I think he is a living example of how
the cultureof the past can influencethe cullike to do in your off hours." His favorite
ture of the present, and even that of the
classes are World Lit. and Shakespeare.
future — he should carry the message in a
The best part about teaching at Hope in
particular, accordingto ten Hoor; "I can teach lively, interestingway."
a

sophomore from

Dexter,

,

Mich.

with lots of people who have the same philosophy of life and religious convictionsas I do.
I've had relative academic freedom as a
teacher — no one ever said 'You have to teach
this and this and that. ' Also, the generalquality of the student body is such that the great
majority are serious about their studies
they're a teachable bunch."
When asked about his most rewarding experience,ten Hoor grew a little quiet, and
showed the first signs of sentimentalityabout
retiring. "The most moving thing was when 1
had a heart attack a few years ago, and many

—

stand beside

—

With the inevitable question — Are you
looking forward to your retirement?— he
beamed a definite YES, and with not a second's
hesitation reached into a desk drawer for a list
of intended projects: translating some things
about the Dutch colonies, woodcarving (a favorite hobby at which he is extremely talented), and travel plans for Oregon, New England, and Europe.
"We

old people like to talk about the past,"

he smiled.Well, thisisoneold person with an

interestinghistory to recall, and a beautiful
future to anticipate besides.
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'Local' Internships Offer Career

study

Direction

off-campus

At Hope College,as

communicationbetween Collegeand business several times in permanentjob offers for our
been regarding expectationshas resulted in clearly students or strong letters of recommendation
leaving campus to learn. The term
defined job descriptionsand, in some cases, for their files."
internship — once used exclusivelyby the
written contracts.Most student interns
Dershem says that although students do
medical profession — is undergoing generali- complish independent projects or work with pick up new knowledge from internships,
zation. On today's campuses, internshipsare regular personnel on substantivetasks. (See their biggest value is that they give oppordefinedas practical learningexperiencesin the adjoining stories on two Hope interns' job . tunities to apply what has already been
workaday world of almost any profession
learned.There's a differencebetween
The growth of internshipsseems to tie in
which result in earning academic credit.
Most of the domestic off-campus semester with a heightened sense of career
v
programs Available to Hope students are built among students and a complementary
*
around an internshipexperience.For those
: '\<students who desire to remain on campus,
however,a less intensiveexperience is arranged through local internshipprograms.
at

colleges and univer-

sitiesacross the country, students have

ac-

assignments.)

direction
aware-

_

-xW
.

Typically,local interns spend 6-10 hours per

week on the job and earn three hours of
academic credit. Local internshipsare coordinated by a facultymember within the department of one's major. Actual supervision
and grading is done by an on-siteprofessional.

Although occasionallya student has been
placed in an internshipwhich involves little
more than errand-ruriningand busy work,
these instances have become rare. Better

Doniels. "He or she has to be there long
enough to see the system."
Local internshipsin humanities or artrelated fields are not as prevalent as they are
in the sciences and social sciences. Jacob E.
Nyenhuis,dean for the humanities and arts,
says that while internshipsare endorsed as
valuable experiencesfor arts and humanities
students, there is simply a scarcity of local
placement possibilities.Students in these
fields are better served by off-campus programs in New York or. Chicago. However,
Nyenhuis says that certain campus
experiences — such as working with a professor on research or membership in a performance group— ^can rightfully be considered
substitutesfor a local internship.Further,
student apprenticeteachersin Hope's French
program gain valuable practical experiences,
as do the many humanities students who are
engaged in student teaching through the department of education.
Other humanities-oriented internships
have recentlybeen arranged with Grand
Rapids publishersand area newspapers.
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some preprofessionalexperience at the undergraduate level.
"So many recent college graduates fed the
world of employment has slammed the door
in their faces," says Dar Topp, director of
career planning and development. "This difficulty is easily expressed as a Catch-22: you
can't get a job without relevant experienceand
you can't get relevantexperience without a
job."
ness of the need for

Sheryl Radikecannotthink of one negative thing
about

it.

The senior business/communication
major from
Lansing, Mich, planned her academicschedule to
includea local internship.She now spends 20 hours
a week at Herman Miller Inc. of Zeeland.
"You learn," Sheryl said, "You learn so much.
You can't get experience like this in a summer job. "
Sheryl is a Marketing Programs Group Intern.
Her responsibilities
are "not just junk jobs."
Rather, she does research for proposedmarketing
programs.
Accordingto Sheryl, interns are self-directed.
The supervisors give instructionsand the interns,
take responsibilityfor getting the work done.
Sometimes Sheryl won't see her supervisor for days
at

a

time. But the people in the office go out of their

way to make the internship a beneficialexperience.
"They are really helpful,"she said, "They want
you to learn."
Sheryl has found that one of the things her internship has taught her is how to act in a professional setting.

"There are ground rules that are never stated,"
she explained. Doing research, Sheryl spends a lot
of time on the phone. She's learned

around red tape to

talk to

how

to

get

the necessary people.

According to Sheryl, a local internship gives her
"the best of two worlds." She is in a professional
atmospherebut still has contact with the campus

and friends.Sheryl opted for a

local

program be-

cause she didn't want to leave her friends and because she could also take jnore classes.
For Sheryl; there is a constant comparisonbetween the real world and the college campus.
"I just drop the professionalstuff at 5:00 p.m.
and turn into a student again."
With a local internship,she has the opportunity
to take more classes, which gives her a better idea of
what she wants to do when she graduates. Her
classes,generally, teach the theory but not the
practical.

work out there," she said. "The more
I become. I get a better
idea of what's going on and learn to take a little
more responsibility."
"It's fun to

4
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work, the more involved

classroom theory and actual business operation, Dershem says. For some students, internshipshave the additionalvalue of bringing into focus knowledgegaps, enabling better selection of future courses.
Local internshipsare particularly abundant
at Hope in the social sciences, perhaps because
this division contains the primordialinternship
source — the departmentof education. StuJennifer Nielsen, a junior communicationmajor
dent teaching has long been accepted as a
from Elkhart, Ind., wanted to take a class that
Topp describes internshipsas "a lot like the
necessary component in the would-be
wasn't offered this semester. She needed the class
best of real jobs" in that they enable students
teacher'seducation and recent years have
before she left for an internship in Chicago next fall.
to chalk up experience while gaining knowlwitnessed the addition of "mini-teaching"
So she and her advisor. Prof. Ted Nielsen (no
edge about a profession which isn't always
experiences during the sophomore or junior relation),set up a mini-intemshipat WHTC, a
available in the classroom.
year.
Holland radio station.
Jennifer works Tuesdays arid Thursdays from
Hope College Provost David Marker says
In terms of numbers, the department of
10:30 a.m. to 12:00. She writes and produces feabusiness administration and economics has
internshipsare "immensely valuable," although he acknowledgesthat the .notion of
the largest local internshipprogram, placing ture storiesfor the "News Magazine" segments
broadcasted daily.She also compiles news from the
preprofessionalexperience is "quite foreign" approximately 25 students each semester _
wire "Service and decides what stories will be broadto the classicaldefinition of liberalarts educathrough its management internshipprogram.
cast on the 15-minute noon news show. Jennifer
tion.
Internshipsare also popular among sociology
earns three credithours in communication for her
"However, at Hope College liberal arts has and psychology students who find many op- radio work and keeps a file of everything she writes
never been defined strictlyin the pu re, classiportunitieswithin Holland and Ottawa
for her supervisor'sevaluation.As an intern,she is
cal sense of providing broad knowledge and
County "helping" agencies.
required to keep a journal recording experiences and
cultivatingskills of reasoning and expres"The need for practical experienceis some- impressions of her work.
"My first four minute, four second production
sion," says Marker.
thing you can't get away from in this day and
"Throughout Hope's history, there has
age," says Dr. James Zoetewey, chairman of took me one hour and 45 minutes to do. I felt
dumb," said Jennifer. "I knew how to do the
been some focus on the preparationof young
the department of politicalscience. Zoetewey
stuff.but it just wasn't working.
men and women for work, particularly work acknowledgesthat the strength of the de"The last production took me a half hour. By
partment's Washington,D.C. Honors Proin the service vocations — teaching,the minisimproving my time, 1 began to think— hey
try, research and medicine. That thread has
grams probably diminishes student interest in maybe I can do this!"
local inteVnships.However, the department
always coexistedwith our liberalarts thread. "
Jennifer explained that by doing a local internIf further justification for internshipsis
doesn't want to see this option completely
ship she's preparing herself for an off-campus
swallowedup by the Washington semester. broadcast internshipin the fall. She won't be facing
needed. Marker notes that "they allow stua Chicago semester cold because her local internship
Recently, political sciencestudents have
dents to learn by doing — and that has proven
internedin the Holland City Manager's office has given her a grasp on real live professionalsituato be the most successful pedagogicaldevice in
tions.One positive factorin the on-campus prohistory."
and with a local attorney. Several are presgram, she says, is that you can leave the internship
ently seeking summer internshipsin Lansing.
At Hope local internshipswithin the sciand become a student again.
ences generally occur on campus in the form
Joe MacDoniels, chairman of the depart"You're stilltaking classes and in touch with the
ment of communication,points out the need campus," she explained. "You're not suddenly
of student-facultyresearch. Recently introduced programs in environmental health scifor intern orientation.Before beginning an
thrown into the real world where they say, cope or
ences and engineering includeplans to incorinternship,a student should learn the back- else."
Another advantagefor Jennifer is that a local
porate local industrial internshipsinto their
grounds of the business and also have some
formats.
instructionon possiblepitfalls.Students, he internship still provides all the conveniences of
The computer science department has a parsays, must be made aware of "little elements" campus living — a roommate, cleaning ladies,
and come to realize that "they bear the re- dorms, and food service — with a taste of profesticularly strong commitment to the value of
sional life.
internships, and they are the only department sponsibilityfor being alert."
"An on-campus program gives me somethingto
to require an internshipof their majors.
The communicationdepartment in recent
retreat back to," Jennifer said. "It's not as scary as
"Internships are a very vital part of our
years has moved away from May and June an off-campussituationbecause you're really not
program," says Dr. Herbert Dershem, comTerm internshipsto full-semesterassignoff on your own.
puter science department chairman. "We feel
ments.
"It's a good transitionfrom the unreal fantasy
internshipshelp a student gain self"An intern needs to have significant blocks world of Hope College, to the real world — with real
confidence.Second, internshipshave resulted of time in the organization,"says Mac-
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DR.

ANTHONY KOOIKER,

professorof music, is giving lectures and
piano'recitals on American music at several
universities and conservatories
in Yugoslavia
during May and June.
Arrangementsfor a tour were developed
through the Embassy in Balgrade and the
U.S. Information Service.
Dr. Kooiker is lecturing on various phases
of music education and musical life jn
America. His programsinclude works by
Americancomposers, both for piano solo and
works with violin. He is joined by Yugoslav
violinist Feruk Sijaric who appeared in duorecitalwith Dr. Kooiker in the U.S. last summer.

can humanities into the undergraduate system by preparing teachers for new approaches
to unfamiliar geographic regions.
Dr. Lee, whose specialization is in Christian theology, also teachesAsian religions at
Hope, and will do special readingand research
in African religions while on the UCLA campus.

GORDON BREWER,

director of
men's athletics, is serving on two committees
of the National CollegiateAthleticAssociation (NCAA).
Brewer was appointed to a seven-member

BRUCE HIMEBAUGH,

awarded honorable mention in the sophomore
director of
women's division of the National Association financial aid, has been elected to the midwestof Teachers' of Singing spring adjudications. em region governance committee of the ColShe is a student of Professor Joyce
lege Scholarship Servicedivision of the Colpeople
Morrison.
lege Board.
Over 100 singers from the studios of 30
The College Board is a non-profiteducation
Michigan universityand college teachers par- association serving students,schoolsand colticipated in the competition.
leges through programsdesigned to expand
educationalopportunity. The midwestem region consists of 13 states.

CAROL

L.

JUTH-GAVASSO,

assistant professor of library sciencewas re-

SPANCOM,

Michigan
Department of Corrections recognizing her

tional

contributionsto the prison library at the

fessor

cently presented an award from the

a computer-assistedinstruc-

program in Spanish developed by Pro-

HUBERT

P.

WELLER,

has

STEVEN KUBACKI, a Hope College student reported missing and feared

drowned in Lake Michigan since Feb. 20, 1978
returned safely to his home in South Deerfield, Mass, on May 5, 1979, according to
police officials.

A senior German major who was within
nine hours of graduating, Kubacki disappeared during Winter Recess (Feb. 17-19,
1978). His cross country skis and a backpack
were found along the Lake Michigan
shoreline south of Holland. Faint footprints
leadingfrom the shore onto mountains of ice
-led authorities to believe that Kubacki might
have fallen into the lake and drowned.
He was the subject of an intensive search by
police, the Coast Guard and a private detective
hired by his family.
The circumstances surrounding Kubacld's
return remained a puzzle as News from Hope
went to press. He is reported by police officials and his family to have suffered a memory
lapse during the nearly 15 months he was

missing.

a

Hope College during the 1978 Commencement exerciseawarded the Kubacki

ANTHONY KOOIKER

RUSS DEVETTE

Tours Yugoslavia

Runs National Tourney

committee which determines recipients of the
NCAA's prestigious postgraduate scholarship
awards.
He was also re-appointedto a third term on
the Division III steeringcommittee. This
eight-membercommittee receivesNCAA
governance proposals from Division III
member schools and presents them during the
organization'sannual convention.

family a Bachelor of Arts degree in abstentia.

EARL CURRY

A book by professor
"Hoover'sDominican Diplomacy
RUSS DEVETTE, professorof physi- and the Origins of the Good Neighbor Policy,"
cal education, has been named chairmanof
has been published by Garland Press.

CAROL JUTH-GAVASSO
Honored by Prison

Michigan Dunes CorrectionalFacility in
Saugatuck, Mich.
Eugene Thomas, one of the residents working in the Dunes library, praised Ms. JuthGavasso's efforts to build the collection and
train residentsto manage the library. In receiving the award, Ms. Juth-Gavasso stated
that the award actually should be presented to
the community as a whole, because the library is only a reflection of donations of time,
money and materialsfrom the Holland community.

entitled,

the

NCAA

Division III BasketballCommit-

tee.

DeVette, who served on the committee
since its inception in 1974, will direct the

1980

DivisionIII national championship. Last year
299 Division III colleges across the country
were eligible for the tournament.

DR. SANG H. LEE,

associate profes-

sor of religion, was one of the 16 college

and

universityprofessorsfrom all parts of the
country invitedto participate in the African
HumanitiesInstitute at the University of
California, Los Angeles, from April 2 to June

Curry's book is one of 20 distinguished
scholarlymonographs that Garland Press is
presenting in its Modem American History
Series. All the works in this series have been
chosen for their quality and significanceby
Prof. Frank Friedel of Harvard University, a
.leading authority on the presidenciesof Herbert Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Prof. Curry is a specialist in both recent
American history and Latin American history. He is the author of an article on the
Republican Conventionof 1860.
He is currently working on a book dealing
with the decline of liberalism in the late twentieth century.

8.

The Institute's aim

is

to provide the

means

for extending presentknowledgeof the Afri-

TERRI WHITNEY,

a vocal perfor-

DIANE

E.

MURRAY,

technical ser-

Hope College, will particiAmerican Library Association re-

vices librarian at
pate in the

sources and technical services divisionpreconference in Dallas,Tx. during June.
The conference witll deal with the implementation of new catalogingrules, which
will affect libraries throughout the country.
Ms. Murray was one of three librarians
nominated statewideby the Michigan Library
Consortium for participation in the conference. She will especially represent independent collegelibraries.
Upon completion of the conference, Ms.
Murray, with the other Michigan participants, will serve as a resource person in the
planning and conductingof similar conferences
to be held throughoutMichigan.
•

HUBERT WELLER
Teaching Technique Recognized

been accepted for national distributionby
CONDUIT, a source of qualitycomputerrelated instructional materials for higher education.

SPANCOM addresses problemsexperienced by the vast majority of beginning students of Spanish— problems linked to the verb
and object grammar. The program is a series
of 26 interactive drills in writing Spanish
verbs and single object pronouns in any of 12
tense-moods.
A distinct advantage of SPANCOM is that
its drills go beyond The right-or-wrong approach and respond to the actual problems a
student is experiencing.If a student makes an
error in a drill,the program proceeds to an
ordered series of segmental or morphological
scans and checks to determine the position or
nature of the error. If a student is still unsure;
he or she may request a hint. In most of the
drills, for each cue there are approximately 40
possible comments and hints.
SPANCOM was developed with partial
support from the Great Lakes Colleges Association Lilly FacultyDevelopmentprogram
and the Hope College Mellon Summer Grant
program. SPANCOM has been used in Hope
classes for the past three years.

mance major from Grand Rapids, Mich., was

DOROTHY WILEY DELONG
was presented a Distinguished Service
Award during Dance V, this year's Hope dance
concert.The concert was dedicated to Mrs.
DeLong, in recognitionof her pioneer efforts
to establish dance instructionwithin the Hol-

land, Mich, community.
In the late 1940s Mrs.

DeLong acceptedan

invitation to introduce ballroom dancing to

Holland area youngsters in conjunction with
after-school activity programs. Despite initial
protestfrom some segmentsof the community, Mrs. DeLong persevered and soonsucceeded in drawing appreciativeaudiences to
the programs and recitalsof her students.She
later operated a privatedance studio while
continuing her involvementwith the public
schools.Fora number of years, Mrs. DeLong
also had a part in coordinatingHolland's Tulip
Time Dutch Dancers.
Throughout her career, Mrs. DeLong
found her chief reward in watching young
people discover and develop in dance. She
firmly believes that dance is a form of human
President Van Wylen (right) congratulates Willard C. Wichers (center)upon presentation^ creativity which can — and should — be enof an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree during Commencementexercise May 14. joyed by many. Although she retired from
Wichers was honored for his 30 years serviceto Hope College as a member of the Board teaching in 1968, Mrs. DeLong maintains a
of Trustees and for nearly four decades service as the leading spokesman of Holland,
lively interest in dance and has given her supMich, to the world. A 1932 Hope graduate, Wichers is Netherlands Consul for Press and port to area programsof dance instruction,
Cultural Affairs.
including that of Hope College.

JEANNE MOORE,

a junior from
Lincoln Park, N.J. is delighted at being
crowned Hope's 1979 May Day Queen. She
accepts crown from 1978 queen Kathy Button.
Other members of the court, all juniors, were
Sally Berger of Naperville,111., Stacy Burris
of Marshal], Mich., Edna Cuellarof Weslaco,
Tx., Janet Lawrence of Schenectady, N.Y.,
Jenni Liggettof Kalamazoo,Mich., and Lori
Wolf of Cleveland,Ohio. The Arcadian fraternity (3.123) and Kappa Chi sorority(3.183)
were declared winners of the annual scholastic
trophy.
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the
arts

Dance

V

Dance V, the fifth annual Hope student dance concert, this year featured
two guest artists from the Jeffrey Ballet School in New York City.
Dance prof essionals Patricia Brown and Luis M. Perez joined Hope stu-

modern and contemporary pieces.
Choreographers were Profs. Maxine DeBruyn, Rich Rahn and Ed Riffel.
Nearly three-dozenHope students this year auditioned for the 12member company. The dance concert drew near-capacity crowds during the
three nights of performance.
dents on stage to present jazz, tap,

More Than A

Stuffed Phone

If

life.

your concept of student life at Hope in-

Volkswagonsand
phone booths, it could use some updating.
Today student life at Hope ranges from the
cludes stuffing people into

college

structuredand tradition-soakedPull tug-ofwar to the spontaneous toss of a Frisbee in the
Pine Grove on a spring day. It includes
dinner in the Phelps Hall conference room
with a visiting scholarand a women's consciousnessraising sessionin a dorm lounge.
But student life at Hope is best perceivedas a
philosophy rather than a list of activities,says
Dave Vanderwel, associate dean of students
and director of the Campus Activities Office.
"When people talk about 'The College Experience,' they're usually talking about the
total life experiencethat occurs on a campus.
Hope takes very seriouslythe notion that
we're not only developingacademic creatures,
we're also responsiblefor developing people.
That process includes buildingrelationships
with others as well as sometimes just getting
in better tune with one's self.
"I see student life as consisting of all those
things which help facilitatepersonal development, and the College's obligation as not
simply to provide things to do but to help
students in that total developmentprocess."
Learning to do things,Vanderwel contends, is a significant part of personal
development — whether it be finding out what
it takes to plan a party for 1000 on May Day,
or learninghow to responsiblyand equitably
distribute the $65,000 annual Student Activities Fee budget. It's important for students to.
accept responsibility and have a large degree
of independence as regards student life. At the
same time, too much independence can be
counterproductive,Vanderwel contends.
"If we're seriousabout the importance of
outside-the-classroomactivities,we can't just
leave them alone. If the experienceis going to
be positive and developmental for students,it
needs some interaction with staff or faculty.
"People learn from mistakes, that's true.
But they also learn in other ways. And we
have to give guidance. We must allow for
mistakes, but these mistakes should occur at
various levels, rather than over and over again
in a square #1 position."
The anchor-, Hope's studentnewspaper, is a
good example of VanderweTs point. While

scene
us

decrease in "overwhelmingdemands" for
on-campusactivities.At the same time, however, Vanderwelsays his staff is working harder to plan events and activitieswhich will
keep Hope at a distance from the "suitcase

Editor's note: The following features con-

clude our series on campus

Booth

the paper has always prided itself on indepen-

their ability to get a job or gain acceptanceto

dence, complaints from students and faculty
about the quality of the paper had been on the
increase in recent years and there was a growing unwillingnessto accept responsibility for
the editorship of the anchor. Last fall a faculty
member. Dr. Charles Huttar, volunteered to
give the staff some guidance by way of training sessions and general availability for consultation throughoutthe year. This year's
editor, Janet Shimmin, filled the post for the
entire year, rather than a single semester as
has been the recent pattern. Moreover, this
spring there were three candidates for next
year's editorship.
The interests and needs of college students
vary with the times, as they are generally
eager to pick up on new trends. Vanderwel
says it's important for the College to be responsive to the flux.
For example,' recent years have witnessed
the emergence of career-centeredinterests
among students.Today's students seem to
choose activities which offer direct boosts to

graduate schools after leaving Hope. The
career-orientedspeakers brought in by various academic departments seem to generally
have a greater attraction than speakers
brought in to address the campus-at-large on
more general topics relating to the state of
today's world. There seems to be a slightly
diminishing interest in the offeringsof the
Great PerformanceSeries and other culture
fare, although Vanderwel notes that a hew
freshman course "Encounter with the Arts,"
which incorporatesattendanceat concerts, recitals,plays, art shows, etc. into its format,
"seems to be having a good effect on attendance at cultural events and may have longrange impact on campus life."
Sometimes subtle influencesmay change
directions of student life. For example, a
growth in night classes has had unexpected
implicationsfor campus-wideevening activities. More studentswith cars and an increase
in the number of Western Michigan Hope
studentshas resulted in greater mobility and a

syndrome."

The opening of the Dow Health and Physical Education Center last fall is resulting in a
notable shift in student activities.Although
the only hard data available as yet is a drastic
drop in DeWitt Center Gameroom frequenters, Vanderwel says that from all appearances Dow is emerging as a popular campus
activity and recreationcenter.
Without question,the biggestforce affecting student life is simply changes in student
preference.Four years ago, ^he on-campus
weekend movies sponsored by the Social ActivitiesCommittee were money-making
events. While the movies continue to be
shown, attendance numbers have been cut in
half. But for every activity that diminishes in
popularityor completely fades away, another
springs up to take its place. This fall, for
example, student Jim Greiner approached
Vanderwelabout the possibility of establishing Ultimate Frisbee at Hope. Vanderwel
1 helped arrange and publicize a meeting for
those interested, and aided the group in obtaining funds from the Student Appropriation
Committee'scontingency fund. The idea
caught on and now Ultimate Frisbee is an
officialCollege organization.
Vanderwel foreseesa greater emphasis in
coming years on providing diversity through
activitiesand events,allowing students more
opportunitiesto pick and choose their
outside-the-classroomexperiences .
"Today because of greater academic pressures and demands,students tend to be more
consciousof allocating their time. There's less
of an attitude of 'I ought to go do this' and
more T choose to go to this.' "
The continued growth of departmental activities will likely also be evidenced in coming
ypars. Vanderwel sees this growth in departmental cohesiveness as due to the growth
of career consciousness among students as
well as a certainamount of competition between departments to attract good students.
"But I think the main reason for this increase in departmental events is that departments are getting more sophisticated — they
simply know better how to arrange and publicizean event."

Self-Governance Works Well
Government

by the
nationaland college level,
for community governmentat Hope College
is an "us" government,according to Dave
Vanderwel, associate dean for student affairs,
the community government structure, designed in the late 1960s by now-retired English Professor John Hollenb'ach,joins students, faculty and administrationtogether on
decision-making boards.
College community government is broken
down into the Campus Life Boards (CLB: four
students,four faculty, three administrators) ;
the AcademicAffairs Board (AAB: four students, eight faculty, one administrator)and
the AdministrativeAffairs Board (AdAB : two
students, four faculty, five administrators).
College government is also Student Congress (S.C.), a governing body run and staffed
by students, for students. S.C. members hold
positionson the boards and their subcommittees. Membership on the boards includes one S.C. officer, plus presidentappointed and congress-electedstudents.
Facultyboard members are nominated and
elected by faculty. They serve a two-year
term. Half of the faculty board members are
subjectto re-election every spring.
Administrators are appointed according to
the function of the Board.
The concept of community government as
stated in the faculty handbookis to "embody a
sense of participating community by insuring
communicationand cooperation among all
areas of the community in the ordering of its
for the people and

people works on

a

internal affairs."

According to Vanderwel, Hope was innovative in giving students an equal voice in decisions affecting College policies.
"The institution benefitsbecause more
people contributeideas," said Vanderwel.
"There is more validity in decisionsthat are
made by a greater part of the community
rather than by an isolated group."

whether or not to initiate a special education
program.The CLB is presently discussing
pledging regulationsand fraternity housing
quotas. In the past, CLB has dealt with
parietal hours, making dorms co-ed and developing social regulations.

many cases the
executiveofficers take concerns and proposed
solutionsto the administration.
of the S.C. task forces. In

"The administrationis surprisingly
— if we can show a major student concern," explained Leenhouts. "They are willing to meet and listen to us. But we go in with
From, an administrativestandpoint,it is
our plan and they have their plan. We both
crucial that the perspectiveof the student is
known. According to Hope presidentGordon think we're right, so we usually comVanderwel stressed that the impact of stu- Van Wylen, the College needs to know what
promise."
dent presence on boards depends on the will of facilitiesand equipment are needed to best
S.C. is kept up-to-date on progress made
students to speak their mind.
during the community government board
serve the students. The boards provide meanAdAb member and English department
meetings. Student board representatives
preingful ways for administratorsto interact,
chairmanDirk Jellema agreed: "Students'
sent a report to the congress. In turn the
with students.
importance?

open

I think they're good to have, at
"We're here to serve students," said Van
on some committees, and that the ex- Wylen, "to know what studentsare thinking,
perienceis good for them — if only as training to know where they are."
in the virtue of long-suffering.
Van Wylen explained that the administra"The trouble with having them on
tion has always had an open door'policy,but

congress discussesproblems that should be
given to a specific sub committee or board. In
this way the boards,S.C. and the administration work together.

decision-making committees is that they tend he recognizesthat studentswon't always go to
to be cowed by the administrators,thus stuan administratorand that students do have a
dents and administratorscarry votes against voice through the S.C.
faculty, and we all know that the faculty are
Student Congress is a governing body sepathe repositories of wisdom," he continued.
rate from the community government
"On the whole, I like having students on boards.The student body elects executiveofcommittees, and I can name four or five of
ficers,a presidentand two vice presidentseach
them who've been so good at their committee spring.Elected officers run elections for conwork that they outshone everyone, faculty or
gress members the following fall. Student
administration."
Congress members represent dorm, cottage
"Student opinions are valuable," said Jon and off-campus students.
Schmidt, S.C. vice president of the AAB.
Leenhouts believes the functionof the S.C.
"Everyone's view is involved."
is to serve as a liaison between the students

into the status committee, the committee that

least

Last year the
curriculum and

AAB
is

approved the new core
presently discussing

and the administration.Concerns of the student body are determined through the efforts

S.C. is trying

to

get more student input

determines which faculty members will get
tenure. S.C. members are discussingthe proposal with the status committeeand the faculty ProfessionalInterests Committee.

"Who better knows which professorsare
good than the students?" is Leenhouts' argument for this new involvement.
The people involved in community government are involved in the campus beyond
just going to classes.

"They are an eager kind of people," said
Vanderwel. "They are anxious to be involved
and want to do somethingwhere they can
contribute."
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Requiem
One of the specificchanges wrought by the
1978-79 revisionof Hope's core curriculum
was the disappearanceof Philosophy 113 (in
recent years. Interdisciplinary
Studies 113)
and the introductionof philosophy courses
within the requiredcultural heritage segment
of the core. Throughout its 15 year history.
Philosophy 113 has been taught by longtime
Hope Professorof Philosphy D. Ivan Dykstra.
Recently Dr. Dykstra authored what he titles
"a requiem" for 113. The account provides a
fascinatinglook at 113's gestation period as
well as an overview of curriculum revision at
Hope College during the past quartercentury. Excerpts of Dr. Dykstra's account
are printed below. Complete copies of the history are available. Requests should be directed
to the Office of College Relations.
Dr. Dykstra's account begins with the
1950s when, under then-new Dean John Hollenbach's direction, the faculty engaged in a
definite move to revise the core. The project,
Dykstra writes, resultedin sufficient divisivenessso that after several years President
Lubbers, "judging it to be too disruptiveof
the school'sprogress, without forewarning,
at a monthly faculty meeting announced the
termination of the study and of the committee."
We pick up with Dr. Dykstra's account
after several more years have passed:

.

.

.

lam

not surejustwhen the issueof core

how. It had
sometime after President Lubbers left
office to assume his responsibilities with the
newly created Iowa Colleges Foundation;
such was his standing among the faculty that
no one would have had the temerity to resurrevision began brewing again, or

to be

for Philosop

But the euphoria accompanyingthat great
event barely lasted through the night. We
discoveredthat it is one thing to constructthe
skeletonof a curriculum, it is another to translate that into the realities of an educational
process.The latter was rendered even more
difficult because in part the skeleton bore
some labels which stood for some profound
obscurities and unsettledoptions. But armed
with the fact that, after all, we had voted for
the new curriculum, it was possibleto sneak
past the dangling issues and read them as if
they stood for firm and transparentcommitments, so we did get on with the business.
But while the now-approvedcurriculum
had presumablybeen gathering dust, some
mysterious alchemy had taken place and what
we confronted the morning after voting was
not quite what had been dumped a couple of
years earlier. That specifically had a bearing
on "113." There had been talk earlier that
there probably could be some connection between the English 113 and the Philosophy
113. But now that emerged as having to be a
specifically inter-disciplinary
freshman -program. Not only that but somehow "Freshman
Speech" was embroiled, too.
I must admit that I could associate fabulous
educationalimages with that. Who could fail
to be deeply moved by the sublime thought
that the speech classrooms which had churned
out endlessreports on "How I Spent My Vacation" should not ring with the profundities
of philosophicalexpositions?The idyllic fantasy, however, was not long for this world.
The English people quicklycooled to the idea,
taking their cues chieflyfrom Ed Savage's

down what each would
the course separately.

rect an issue which he had declaredoff limits.
Still,in the rebirthof the issue there

was

put into the projeaed

joint course by having each developits half of

occurred

—

.

.

.

(the merger never

Editor's note).

,

nothing, I think, of the spirit of "Lubbers is
gone now and we can now go back to our
earlier mischiefs."Maybe there were just too
many important issues of many kinds, all
more or less directly Wrapped up in the core
curriculum study, to permit that study to be
forever suppressed.
But, as I recall, that is not the way it got
back into the picture. The real story was very,
very different. With President Lubbers' retirement, we, of course, faced the prospectof
a "new" President.This was in a way an
exciting event to contemplate, if for no other
reason than that it was a novel experience,and
we had to adjust from a mentality for which
President Lubbers was so synonymous with
the office that it had seemed he would have to
endure forever.But how does one go about
giving expression to the excitement of a new
President?
Somewhere along the way (and I think I
remember just from whom it came) there was
a suggestion that the faculty should "do
something" for the new President (Vander
Werf), prepare "a gift" in honor of his coming. That got a mixed reception,obviously.
Everyone was in favor of a "gift,"but that
created some anxieties about how much we
might have to shell out of our meager pocketbooks to pay for it. Into that climate,however, there quickly came the clarification: it
was not a "money-gift" that the proposer had
in mind, but something"far more important
than anything money could buy." In the sudden relief at knowing that our walletswere
safe, we, of course, would have gone along
with any proposal,no matter how large. One
thing led to another, and what finally
emerged was the proposal that our "gift" to
the neW President should consist in a display
of faculty esprit ie corps, of unity. But since
there was only one thinkable thing on which
the faculty lacked unity, there was only one
way in which a demonstration of unity could
occur: approving the "new" core curriculum.
So it was dusted off, brought to a vote and
passed without debate or dissent. After all,
who could vote against a "gift to the new
President," especially as long as it did not
mean money out of one's pocket?
So, suddenly, what we had seemingly endlessly haggled about became a reality.

iSf
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expressions of deeply wounded professional
pride ("all my life I work hard to become a
teacher of literature and what do I get? They
make me teach philosophy"). The speech
people may have tumbled out of the picture
even more quickly, inspiredmainly by Bill
Schrier'sprotestationsof humility, real or
theatrical: "The teaching of philosophy I, at
least, must leave to better men than I").
That, however, did not daunt our doughty
dean. And, even I, for whom there was nothing in my temperament or experience to incline me to the kind of interdisciplinary teaching that would be involved,wanted to give his
concept every chance, not merely to be supportive of him but because I was sure the idea
had merit.
With the best will in the world, however,
the problems involved proved to be pretty
intractable, even apart from the problem of
drumming up enthusiasmfrom those who
would have to make it work. In the meantime,
the calendarwas moving along, and there was
at least an understanding that the curriculum
which had been voted in would be operational
in the fall of 1964. At some point it was decided that there was no way of proceeding
other than for Philosophy and English to use
tha

I must admit that in its formative early
years, 113 was shaped largely by a bundle of
instincts, not all of which I was aware of at the
time. As time went on and I had leisure to
reflect on "how 113 got this way" the instincts acquired articulation. But for a long
time I was thinking about 113 from the
perspectiveof its being a philosophy course,
which I was able to fit into a particular niche in
a larger coherence called "Liberal Arts." Only
within the past couple of years or so do I sense
that my own thinking about 113 tended to
start more clearly from the notion of Liberal
Arts, and by way of articulating that arrived
at the pictureof 113.
No educator needs to be told that the notion
of "LiberalArts" education is one of the most
elusive of all notions in which educational
philosophy becomes involved.We all assume
that Liberal Arts is what is not, by direct
intentionat least, calculated to achieve a specific vocationalor disciplinary competence.
But, granted that, what goes into the core,
and what determines what goes into thecore?
For possiblythe most, at least the longestlasting, part of our experience with Liberal
Arts, we have been able to ride along on the
traditions that came into being a long time ago
when the sole concern of the university was
the education (the induction into the "life of
culture") of those whom the fortunesof life
had liberated from having to work for a living.
But what happens once you become uneasy
about letting that be settled simply on the
basis of a long but unexamined tradition?
A couple of answers are natural and so have
been, unwittingly or otherwise,appealedto.
The core will always have to have relevance to
dimensions of the human processthat are
"common" to persons regardless of their disciplinary or professionalself-definitions.Obviously that would mean that the core should
foster the basic common competences— at
least the three R's. This was the overt commitment of "the general education" movement in the fifties, though this allowed itself
to become -an impoverished image by its emphasis on attainingthe "minimum necessary" skills rather than the "maximum possible" ones. But in that way, general education
was a philosophy of education particularly
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Core Curriculum Recognizes

113

Students'

philosophers to philosophers.What will the
other-than-the-basic-skills
part of Liberal
Arts look like if it takes as its cue that it must
be a correctiveto that?
That context yields one inviting but deadly

image of what Interdisciplinary
Studies
should aim at: the erasure of boundaries,
among the sciences or arts, or between the
intellectual pursuits of philosophy and the
value pursuits of the arts, or between philoso-

phy and religion, and maybe between "value
sciences and "fact sciences" or between even
art and science. There can be no gain in a
process which ends in confusing everything
with everything else.
"113," as a contributionto specifically
"liberal arts," was intelligible as beginning

with the same cue: the deadly introversionof
the disciplines. But instead of aiming at curing
that by, in a much exaggerated way of saying
it, making a land-lockedphysicist intelligible
to an equally land-lockedchemist or
economist or psychologistor artist,it aimed at
rendering all the special preservesof the disciplines transparentto ordinary common sense,
and thus to render all our identifiable intellectualizable pursuits intelligible to
everyone, rather than having to find some
body of knowledge outside the disciplines to
serve as our common cultural coin. I cannot
presume to know very much about what goes
on in specific academic programsaround the
country . But if one were to look for the reason
for being of somethinglike "113" in that
respect in which it could claim to be a novel
attack on a very complex problem in philoso-

Academic Needs

"Those courses will be taught which are
usually taught in colleges of this kind."
In 1896 the Hope College curricular program was simply stated and had built-in flexibility, although it lacked a bit in clarity.
The decades since the turn of the century
have witnessed considerableexpansion of this
single sentence core statement. The 1978-79
catalogdevotes more than five pages to the
core statement. A maximum of 61 academic
hours is now requiredto complete the core in
the case of students whose high school preparation has been weak.
Yet, despitethe length of its statement,
most students express general satisfaction
with Hope's core and an understanding of the
whats and why of its
nine major components.
In the faculty
sector there is
a greater

included in the formal beginning of liberal
arts education,"says Marker. "The new core,
like the old, is built on common
experiences — courses which all students
take — and distributedrequirements which
provideflexibilityin meeting the objectives."
In terms of specifics,the new core is distinguished from its predecessorin the disappearance of the Interdisciplinary Studies 113
course (see adjoiningstory), a doubling of the
Fine Arts requirement (with studio courses
now fillingpart of the requirement),the substitution of the Hope-KelloggHealth
Dynamics Program for the general Physical
Education requirement, and a complete revamping of the Cultural Heritage component.

The

although made
up of the same
number of
hours, is
intended to
meet more
precisely
stated

new

that a

went

in effect

with the
current
academic
year.
Time has
not yet allowed for
the distillation of

objectives.

"In our
opinion, the
revised Cultural History
requirement
prepares students to live in
the future by
giving them

major

faculty objectives.

More-

over, the core
objectives established repeatedly
in the past by faculty

formed the

clearer insights into

those thoughts,
words, and actions
of the past which
have brought us
to the present," notes

basis

of the work of the cur-

opportunity to the general population.
But what if liberalarts education does not

°j
settle

for the acquisition of skills,minimum

kut wants to acquire "knowledge, too? That suggeststhat a core be constitutedof that body of knowledgewhich
everyoneshould have. But just what is to be
included in that is the question on which core
curriculum proposalskeep foundering.
But there is yet another way of gettingat
t e formulationof what a core should contribute(besides basic intellectual compe-

te«

bV asking what, if anything, we
would find wrong with purely professional
education in its present forms. There is more
man one answer. For some, narrowly profes^n^l education fails because the issues of the
| ay do not divide themselves up into the same
1 V comparments into which our specially
cultivate^disciplinesdo. Many disciplines
must contribute, therefore, to the unraveling
8'ven complex issue. But the other, and
creasmglyapparent and increasinglypain-
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Professional education is that, be-

certain level of sophistication,

any

>niIP-ue , omes so technical that it is inc igi [e only to the expert in it. A certain

^^”'^®rtoccurs, and

physicists can talk

phy of education,this

is

where we must look

for it.
All that I have written here
leading were

I

would be mis-

not to conclude with an expres-

sion of honest enthusiasmfor the new core
curriculum which displaces 113. Its rationale
is, though very different, excitinglyviable.
The relevantjudgment here can pertainonly
to that part identified as "the culturalheritage." Where that fits, I think, into outgeneral patternsof thought about philosophy of
Liberal Arts education is at the point of wanting that to include a "common body of knowledge." What we at least have in common,
regardlessof our special professionalinterests, is a cultural heritage. The nice part about
talking about "heritage" however,is that it
has a way of insistently breaking through our
efforts to compressthat into a "body of
knowledge." Heritages move, and confrontation with heritagesalways forces us to confront the

rhythms or the

spirals or the straight

lines or the tumults or the "forces, " the alive-

ness of their movement.
So, certainly without complaint or regret,
and without sadness save as I now turn from
somethingthat I have lived with intensively
foralongtime, I say adieu to 113. Itwasalpt

.

new

component,

awareness
core

resulting

Cultural History

riculum review task
force appointed in the
spring of 1976. Thus, the
new core, for a time at least, has successfully absorbed most old grievances.
The move to review the core was brought
about largely because of widely-acceptedrecognition of the need to revise the Cultural
Heritage element.
"Administration of the Cultural Heritage
component of the core had become intractable," says Marker. "The objectiveswere
stated in such broad terms that technically
almost any course offered at the Collegecould
fulfill the requirement. The Academic Affairs
Board decided to declarea moratorium on
adding any new course to the list of those
which would satisfy it and instituted a review
of the entire core, with special attention being
given to the Cultural Heritage block."
The task force' set three objectives for its
work in the months ahead: to ensure that the
core would meet the needs of students who
would be living and working in the decades
ahead, to ensure that each element could be
simply stated and easily understood by both
faculty advisors and students,and to ensure
that each element could be justified as a
legitimateand necessary component of a liberal arts education.
The task force set about its work by addressing itself to a host of questions regarding the
philosophy of education,the objectives of the
curriculum, the course patternof the core, as
well as more specific issues. Study/work
groups were subsequently formed in-the four
academic divisions. These groups included faculty and students.The proposed revisions
which emerged were incorporatedinto a new
core statement, which was subsequently
adopted by the Academic AffairsBoard for
implementation last fall.
The pattern of the revised curriculum, according to Marker, doesn't differ greatly from
the previous core. The statement of the new
core is somewhat simpler, a considerably
more liberal waiver policy has been established, and each component is set forth with a
descriptionand justification.
"We believe that at Hope College, for our
students,this curriculum representsthe best

Marker.

A philosophy component is now part of the
Cultural History requirement, and the philosophy, literature and history components
have been organized along similar chronological lines.

Although the new core representsa slight
increasein an already substantial number of
required core hours ("There aren't a large
number of Colleges with such a large core,"
notes Marker), the waiver policy was also
expanded. Automaticwaivers in English,
mathematics and social science and natural
science occur through sufficiently high ACT
scores, and waivers are available in other areas
on the basis of interviewand/or examination.
Only the Physical Education and Senior
Seminar requirements are exempt from
waiver.
"The new core more readily adapts to recognizing a student'searlier academic accomplishments.A student should not have to repeat work in an area in which he or she has
alreadygained sufficient proficiency, to fulfill
the corresponding objectives in the core,"
Marker says, adding that the new waiver policy probably needs to be more clearly communicated to studentsthan it has been during
this first year of its implementation.
Although much thought, many hours and a
fair sprinkling of heated discussions went into
the shaping of the new curriculum. Marker
says it cannot be viewed as final. Revision is
an ongoing process;as times change, students' needs change. The curriculum must
adapt to meet these needs while continuing to
reflea Hope's strong commitment to the liberal arts.

Thus, it is likely that less than 100 years
hence, Hope's curriculum statement will differ in form as radically as today's does from
that of 1896. And yet, perhaps the changes
have not been as sweeping as they might appear: today, as in 1896, Hope offers "those
courseswhich are usuallytaught in colleges of
this land."
For today, at least, the major differences
liberal am curriculaseem to arise in

among
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Changing International Education Trends
by Paul G. Fried
Within the

last year or two academic in-

governmenthave shown an
increased awareness that American students
need to be given greater opportunitiesgaining
internationalperspectivesas part of their
undergraduate education. This renewed
interest in internationaleducation led to the
establishment of a PresidentialCommission
on Foreign Language and International
Studies which is currently conducting hearings in Washington and elsewhere.The draft
response prepared in March of this year by the
Great Lakes College Association,which also
acts as spokesman for Hope College,contains
the following statement:

stitutions and the

"The

than to curricular offerings on campus. True,
the millions of returning GTs who had fought
in Europe and Asia and who flooded back to
the Americancampus between 1945 and 1949
demanded more courses dealing with world
affairs,, foreignculturesand far away places.
But they also wanted to go abroad again, as
students this time rather than as soldiers.
With the help of the GI Bill and Fulbright
grants, study abroad now became a live option
for more and more American students.
By the early 1 950's former troup transports
had been turned into student. ships taking an

same language spoken in the host culture and
which depend on American professorsto do
the teaching may be just as parochial,
During the last few years the declining
value of the dollar and increasingprosperity when offered in London or Paris, as they
could be on the student'shome campus.
abroad have begun to show a trend which
In a recent address before the Michigan
holds promise for the developmentof bilateral and reciprocal arrangementsbetween Associationof Foreign Student Affairs, Dean
countriesand institutions. Hope College, for Richard Sullivan of Michigan State Univerexample, has hosted a summer study program sity pointed out that whdt is needed are not

stria were enrolledat

Hope during

that

period.

for students from Japan for the past fourteen

years and played a key role in pioneering the
joint U.S. -Yugoslav Seminarsbegun by the
GLCA with State Department support in

more study abroad programs, but an increase
in the degree to which our students are sensitized to

"the dangerous implicationsof a local or
regional or national approach in a world
where food, energy, disease, water resources, poverty,injustice, etc., are issues
involving new and terrible imperatives of
global interdependence.".

significant challenge for our col-

ally is to provide an internationaleduca-

Relating his comments to the problems of
higher education as a whole, Dean Sullivan

tional perspectivefor students who do not

went on

leges and for

American education gener-

have an opportunity themselves to go
abroad. The distinction between what used
to be either a nationalor an international
question is increasinglyblurred. This
change cannot help but change the meaning of the words "international"and
"domestic" as they have been used to describe educationalexperiences.We must
move toward education for all students
which includes a global perspective.This
means educationalprograms which will
enlarge the student'sview and enhance an
understanding of the interdependentquality of the world today and tomorrow."1

Certainly a fair number of those students
who go abroad return to us as "civilized cosmopolitans." But their impact on the very
large number of students who have not had
the opportunity to study abroad— or have not
chosen to take advantage of it — is not very

The problem is put less diplomaticallyand
more bluntly in an article which appeared in
Change in October 1978:

"One

significant. All too frequently returnees find
that very few of their professorsor fellow

students are interestedin finding out what
insightsthey may have gained abroad and
that there is little chance for them to apply
what they learned off-campus once they are
back on the home campus.
It is clear that the present study abroad
programs are net, by themselves,adequate to
the challengesinherent in the changing conditions facing American education as it tries to
help students understand the world of today
and to prepare them for the world tomorrow.
What then can we at Hope do to prepare students for the shrinking world to which Dr.
Wyckhoff made referencewhen the College
was established?There is no single and no
simple answer. It seems to me, however, that
several avenues which we have, in fact, been
exploring recently, may point us in the right

American
nation — is the

of the tragediesfor

schooling — and thus for the
abominable lack of student preparationfor
a world in which an adequate global understanding by all citizens may be the only
road toward saving the world as we now

know

it."

At Hope College,concern about giving students an internationaleducation certainlyis
nothing new. Speaking at the inauguration of
Dr. Philip Phelps as first president of Hope
College in 1866, Dr. Isaac Wyckhoff spelled
out one of the challenges facing the young
institution: "First, Hope College must teach
the languages of the world. This is a shrinking
world, and we must learn to be at home in it."
Like other colleges, Hope initially tried to
meet this challenge mainly by offering
courses in foreignlanguages and cultures and
by adding a few courses on internationalaffairs, ‘diplomatichistory or on selected areas
of the world.

Even in the earliest years of Hope College

direction.

Stained glass window signifying100 year relationshipbetween Hope College and Meiji
Gakuin Universitywas presented by PresidentVan Wylen during Centennial celebration of
Japanese universityin 1977. Window was created by John Van Der Burgh of Zeeland,

Mich.

there were a few studentswho were fortunate

1965. In 1975 and 1976 Hope also conducted
experimental summer programs for high
school students from Germany which atwith students from abroad. Young Gerrit Koltracted over 100 young Germans to the Hollen, who was to become presidentof his alma
land campus. Other institutions, no doubt,
mater some 30 years later, records in his diary
have made similarefforts in recent years.
that he spent an educationaland enjoyable
For the present, however,despite rising
summer in Europe in 1865. And in 1869 the
costs, the stream of American students going
first student from Japan arrived in Holland,
abroad continues unabated. There are, in fact,
helping those who stayed at home to catch
more Americanoverseas programs today than
some glimpses of the mysterious Orient.
ever before. The 1979 edition of U.S. College
From those first beginnings grew the relationSponsoredPrograms Abroad, published by
ship between Hope College and Meiji Gakuin
the Institute of InternationalEducation (HE),
University which is still growing more than
lists more than 800 semester or year programs
one hundred years later.
for which credit is given by AmericaninstituGenerally, however, it was not until after
tions of higher learning. A separate HE publithe end of the Second World War that, both at
cation describesmore than 900 programs
Hope College and at other institutions, the
listed in the 1979 editionof Summer Stifdy
a mass movement.
term "InternationalEducation" began to be
Abroad. Not mentionedin either booklet are
At
the
same
time
the
high
cost
of
living
in
used more in referenceto student exchanges
the U.S., increasingeducationalcosts and the short term courses like our off-campus May
term programs, or the month long winter
Paul G. Fried is pro- favorable dollar exchange rates meant that
very few foreign students could come to this sessionsabroad offeredby the many schools
fessor of history
and director of inter- country, unless they receivedmassive finan- which, like Calvin College, have adopted the
4-1-4 academic schedule.
national education,
cial support from private or public sources. As
Unfortunately the proliferation of Amerihaving joined the
a result, InternationalEducation for the
Hope faculty in 1953. American campus was, until very recently, can foreign study programs designed to meet
He is a graduate of
mainly a one way street rather than a com- the specific demands of various interest
groups does not necessarilymean that our
mitment to develop true internationalexHope College and
holds the M.A. from change arrangements. Since 1956 the Hope colleges are meeting the challengeof "providing internationaleducationalperspective"
Harvard University
College Vienna Summer School has, for
example, helped to give close to one thousand even for those who do go abroad. Programs
and the Ph.D. from
young Americansat least an introductionto which are narrowly professionalin design,
University of Erlanwhich do not require knowledge of the
Europe. Only about ten students from Augen, Germany.

enough

to learn about the larger world

by

direct encounters overseas or through contact

to say:

have a gnawing fear that institutions
are losing ground in this criticalarea. Instead of fostering global consciousness,
their collective efforts are generating a
dangerous intellectual and emotional parochialismthat threatens to produce barbarians in an age that cries for civilized
cosmopolitans."
I

ever increasingnumber of young Americans
to Europe for a variety of more or less serious
academic and non-academic programs. More
in response to the realities created than by
serious or long range academic design,
American colleges and universitiessuddenly
found that they had to allow their studentsthe
option of spending a year, a semester, or at
least a short period abroad in programs which
were academically respectable.American affluence and the comparatively low cost of
food, housing and instructionavailable in
Europe added to the attraction of the study
abroad movement, both for the student and
for many of the Americansponsoring institutions. What had once been regarded as a luxury to be affordedonly by a few, soon became

•

.

1) Individualdepartments need to offer
more courses which are international in focus
or include materialsin courses currently
given which give added emphasis to international issues. The recent recommendationfor
the establishment of a composite major in
InternationalStudies clearly representsa

move in that direction,
2) Knowledgeof the languages of the world
is more important today than it was in 1866.
But students and faculty have come to reject
the old approach of treating language as a
mere skill.Hopefully, the integrated"Language and Culture" approach, scheduled to
begin at Hope this fall as a pilot project with
the support of the National Endowmentfor
the Humanities; will provide a challenging
model for similarinnovations in this area.
3) We need more cooperative,rather than
unilateral foreign study programs. At the urging of, and in full cooperation with Meiji Gakuin University,Hope is working out details
-for a joint Japanese- American seminar focused on comparing current economic and social issues. The seminar will bring together
some 15 Japanese and a similarnumber of
Americans for a month long course at Hope
College this September, followed by a M{iy
Term program at Meiji Gakuin University
which will take 15 Hope students to Japan in
the Spring of 1980.
4) We have always known that the presence
of well prepared students from abroad can
provide valuable enrichment to the international climate of the Hope College campus.
The realitiesof greater affluencein countries
like Germany and Japan, coupled with the
shortageof university places abroad, providea
continued on page 15

Hope Runnerup
Hope

MIAA
j

All-Sports Race

seven-team
during the 1978-79

finished second in the

all-sports race

*
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The Flying Dutchmen just missed a winning
season (13-14) while finishing in a tie for third
place in the MIAA.

Junior outfielders Gary Hutchins of Flint,
Mich, and Rick Zoulek of Shelby, Mich, paced
the Hope batters. Hutchins topped the team
in hitting with a .316 average including four
homeruns while Zoulek batted .296 behind a
team-high 20 RBIs and five homers. Zoulek
led the MIAA in RBIs (12) while teammate
John VandeGuchte,a senior from Fond du
Lac, Wise., was runnerupwith 11.
Junior righthander Kevin Watson of St.
Louis, Mo\ had a perfect 5-0 pitchingrecord
while sophomore Tom VanderStel of Grand
Rapids, Mich, had a nifty 1.31 earned run
average against MIAA opponents.
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SOFTBALL
inaugural MIAA softball season was

Another school record was establishedin
Bussema,Highlander,
senior Barbara Ingham of Galien, Oh. and
freshman Karen Constan of Midland.
the 440-yard relay by

MEN'S TENNIS
Freshman Tom DeWeert of Zeeland, Mich,
became the first Hope tennis player in a dec-

Fild was an outstanding defensive player

chances at first base.

mile run (4:18.1).
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the 880 while Visscherwas

The Health Dynamics Program was

ally mean the most from this experiencemay
be just around the corner. The laboratory
measures speak for themselves.
It has become obvious that the existence of
the Health Dynamics Program has had an
impact on the campus. Some have been very
positively influenced and have become involved in their own health and fitness in ways

in-

health education for all incomingfreshman
students.It included a classroom component
for learning and discussinghealth and fitness
issues and factors, a laboratoryevaluation
unit to determine currentlevels of fitness and
health, a personal interview tp explain the
meaning and significance of the laboratory
measures, and an activity component in order
to experienceexercise as well as to learn new
skillsas a basis for becoming involved in a
physicallyactive lifestyle. In a nutshell,we
were intending to increaseawareness about
how exercise and other lifestyle factors such
as diet and stress can affect how healthy we
are and may expect to be in the future.
The soundness of this idea was generally
well acceptedby the students.Of course they
find it a bit difficultto really apply these ideas
to themselves because they are so young and
are enjoying the absolute peak of their own
health. They may break all the rules of good
health and do not notice an effect. A very
personalexperiencefor them, however, came
in these last couple of weeks of the school
year. We retested all the students for fitness
and health status. Some, who had been diligently coming to the Dow Center for regular
exercise, noticed an improvement in their
cardiovascularfitness. On the other hand,
those who had been visiting the ice cream
machine after lunch noticed a slightly increasedpercentage of fat when they are

champion in the

Hulst and freshman Mark Northuis of
Grand Haven, Mich, were elected to the
all-MIAA track team.
Hope was host to the 88th annual MIAA
Field Day. During opening ceremonies an
award was presented to Dr. Walter DeVelder

ade to be invitedto the NCAA Division III
national tournament.
DeWeert posted an excellent15-3 singles
record in the second flight as Hope enjoyed
its 16th winning campaignin 20 years under
veteran coach Lawrence (Doc) Green.
Hope had an overall 9-7 record, including
five wins in seven matches against Southern
trip opponents.
The team's two MIAA dual meet victories
gave Green a milestone 75th win against
league competitionduring his coaching career.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
The

.1979

women's tennis season will go
most unique

into the annals as one of the

Hope sports history.
For the record,the team posted a fine 8-4
'29 on the occasionof his 50th class reunion.
overall dual meet record includingan excellent
Dr. DeVelder held the Hope College javelin 5-1 mark against league opponents.
record from 1929 to 1967 and was a member
The team was considered a contender for
of Hope's first MIAA champion mile relay
the MIAA championship,but prior to the
team in 1929. He was presented a commemo- start of the season-ending toumey, in a disrative plaque by Gordon Brewer, directorof pute over how Hope players would be seeded,
men's athletics.
the squad voted not to participate. The dispute
could not be settled before the tournament
WOMEN'S
began, causing the entire team to default.
Hope finishedthird in the MIAA women's
The team was also unique in that a leading
player was a 40-year-old mother of five. Pat
track race, losing only to champion Calvin
in dual meet competition.
LaFontaine, playing tennis competitivelyfor
Freshman Sue Williams of Ann Arbor was the first time, posted an 8-4 singlesrecord
the team's only gold medal winner at MIAA in the fifth flight and teamed-up with doubles partners to win seven of nine matches.
in
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Field Day. Hulst set his school record

in

‘r itiated as a povel approach to physicaland

•

MIAA

committingonly one error in handling 83

MEN'S
good to Hope as the Flying Dutch finished
runnerupwith an excellent 8-2 record. •
Relying on its best team depth in several
The team went on to finish third in the
years, the men's track squad finishedthird
Michigansmall college AIAW tournament
in the MIAA standings.
behind an overall 10-6 record.
Three alltime Hope records were established
Three Hope players were named to the
during the season. Sophomore Scot Van Der
Michigansmall college all-state softball
Meulen of Holland, Mich, broke the six-yearteam — junior pitcher Monica Bodzick of Harold shotput record of Bruce Broendyk '74
bor Springs, Mich., freshmancatcher Faye
with a throw of 48' 73A".
Berens of Hamilton, Mich., and sophomore
The other two marks were improvements
third baseman Nancy Kropf of Detroit, Mich
of performances recorded by the same ath-.
Bodzick was a stellar performer on the
letes in 1977. Senior Jeff Cordes of Oregon,
mound, completing each of the nine games 111. improved his own discus record with a
she started while posting a 7-3 record.
throw of 139' 3" while senior Steve Hulst
Freshman first baseman Deb Fild of Grand of Holland, Mich, clipped one-tenth pf a
Rapids, Mich, finishedfourth in the MIAA
second off his own 880-yard (half mile) rein batting (.391) while teammate Ann Hartcord at 1:55.0.
ney, a freshmanoutfielderfrom East Grand
Hulst and freshman Dave Visscher of DearRapids, Mich., was sixth at .385.
born, Mich, were gold medal winners at

The three previous issues of News from Hope
College have contained portions of the daily
j journalof a freshmanenrolled in Hope's new
h Health Dynamics Program. In this issue Dr.
Richard Peterson, director of the new program, offers his perspectiveon the past year:

o

throw

school record in the discus.
Freshmen sprinters Deb Bussema of Parchment, Mich, and Nancy Highlander of Kalamazoo, Mich, set new school records in the
dashes. Bussema and Highlander are coholders of the 100-yard dash mark while
Bussema set a school mark in the 220-yard
dash.

.

'

a

~o

of 99'. Earlier in the season Williams set a

BASEBALL

!

winning the discus with

Field Day,

school year.
Albion College won the all-sports honor
for the second straight year with 78 points,
followed by Hope with 65, Kalamazoo 61,
Alma 58, Calvin 54, Olivet 53 and Adrian 33.
The Flying Dutchmen won championships
in football and cross country.

r

in

Down'

ARCHERY
Hope finishedthird

in the

MIAA

archery

race while setting a league record for the
that they never expected. Some have

been

disappointed that their expectationsof the
program were either not addressed or were
done differently than was anticipated. Most of
the students, however,are probably neither
disappointedor "turned-on." But they do acknowledgethe importance of the program and
include discussionof it in conversationswith
other students.Such visibilityby itself is important because it insures that the concepts
will be remembered later in life when youth
no longer assures good health and fitness.
Lightheartedcomments now may lead to serious questions later. Good-naturedbanter
may only be youth's way of hanging onto
something recognizedas important but which
is not part of the "college life" image.
Of course the year has also had an impact
on us who administer the program.We expected to encounter some problems which are
just not foreseenon the drawing board. That's
why ships have shake-down cruises. In a very
real sense, this year turned out to be a
"shake-down" cruise for the program. We
will be altering much of the academic
classroom sessionsby providing a tighter
structurewith more comprehendableknoivl'edge and concepts.We will personalizeall our
efforts more so that each student feels he or
she is important to the program. Staff will be
better prepared with regard to what to expect
as well as what is expected of them. So many
of these variables were unknown at the outset
of this year.

highest team school in a dual meet.
The Flying Dutch were 5-3 in MIAA dual
meets as senior Robin Mitsos of Merriville,
Ind. finishedsecond in the season-ending
league tournament.
Hope handed champion Alma itS only dual
meet loss of the year with a league record
Columbia round score of 1,608.

.

The final test of the impact of the program
yet to come. When these students settle
into residential community life, will they live
differentlybecause they experienced something called "Health Dynamics" while they
were at Hope College? This is what we are
really shooting for in the program.It is our
desire that all our efforts help fulfill that long
is

m

Cheer the

MIAA Champion Flying

Dutchmen

at Holland's

New

Municipal Stadium

HOME
Sept. 15 - Wabash, Ind.
Sept. 29 - Oliver Nazarene

Oct. 13 - Adrian
Oct. 20 - Alma (HC)
Nov. 3 - Olivet

*

SEASON TICKETS FOR CHOICE
50-YARD LINE SEATS
AVAILABLE AFTER JULY 1.
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First, the

good news
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Now

for the

bad

news

Donor participation in the current Alumni Annual Fund is behind last year. With two
months left in the campaign we are 13 donors behind last year’s pace and 803 behind
the goal of

5,200

for

78—79.

Hope alumni have gained a national reputation
Last year

It’s

The
to

40 percent of

not too
current

all

for

outstanding support of their alma mater.

alumni contributed to the annual fund.

late.

campaign

will close

its

books June 30. Write your check now and send

it

Alumni Annual Fund, Hope College, Holland MI 49423.

Your gift will help keep the
good news coming.
Many thanks!

International Education

Draw

Volumes

State Department Praise

news
alumni

Agnes Tysse's publisherdescribesher retirement project as "a whopper" and "a marvelous piece of work ."A spokesmanfrom the
U.S. Department of State's educationand cu 1tural affairsbureau predicts it will be "among
the most valuable books we have in our library."

Hope alumnus Paul Pettys (left) and Father Clifford Horvath view Pettys' supergraphic in the
parish hall of a church in Biscayne Park, Fla. (Photo by The Miami Herald,j

I

Supergraphic by '78 Grad

Adorns Fldrida Church
When Paul Pettys 78 parked his camper in
Biscayne Park, Fla. he didn't plan on staying
long or leaving anything behind.
However, his mark remains in the unforgettableform of a bold, 42-feet long by
20-feet high supergraphic in brilliant colors
depictingthe resurrectionof Christ.
The Miami area was Pettys'first stop on
what he calls his "extended orientationto
life," a trip throughout the U.S. One Sunday
in March he attendedservices at the Episcopal
Church of the Resurrection in Biscayne
Park — and stayed for a second service. Afterwards he met Father Clifford Horvath and
said he'd like to "do something"to the parish
hall wall, five sections in a semicircularcon’

figuration.
Father Horvath says his reaction was one of
nervousness but interest as well. He gave the
go-ahead. It turned out to be a good decision.
"He has imparted a bold message that
speaks more than words," said Horvath in
evaluatingPettys'final product.
A devout Episcopalian,Pettys charged the
church only the cost of paint. He worked on
the graphic for 10 hours a day during a four-

day stretch.

The

first panel depicts the crucifixion of

In 1970, the year she retired as head of the
Graduate Library Reference Department of
the University of Michigan, Agnes Tysse '28
took on the project of a lifetime: compiling a’
three-volume, comprehensivebibliography
on U.S. /international
educationalexchange.
InternationalEducation: The American
Experience deals with headings on the introduction of western education into Asia and
Africa by American missionaries,the Peace
Corps, American students and teachers
abroad, college and universityprograms of
educationalassistance, the training of foreign
nationalsthrough technical assistanceproan even larger scope than originally intended.
grams, exchanges in the field of medical edu"An enormous amount has been published
cation, American schools establishedin forin these areas and a 'definitive'bibliographyis
eign countries,and other subjectsunder the an elusive goal whose realization is quite out
broad heading of internationaleducation.The
of the question," Tysse notes.
bibliographyis published by Scarecrow Press
Nonetheless, her bibliography covers a lot
Inc. of Metuchen, N.J.
of ground. Volume I, published \n 1974, deals
Tysse says the compiling of such a bibliogwith doctoral dissenationsand some master's
raphy became a topic for considerationat the
theses and has approximately 5500 entries.
U. of M. library in the 1950s. Budget and staff
Volume II, just off the press this spring, is in
limitationscombined with a rapidly increas- two parts and has referencesto periodical artiing pool of pertinent publications and made the
cles in over 700 journals.Many of the items
project-unfeasible
at that time.
have annotations. Volume III, when com"Over the years, however,I retainedan
pleted, will include monographic
interest in making such a compilation," says
publications — books, essays in collections,
Tysse. "I thought it an area that had not been
and government documents. The latter cateadequately covered, or the sources available gory, Tysse contends, contains a wealth of
sufficiently explored.I thought it would make
largelyignored information.
a good retirementproject which could make a
She holds a master's degree in library scireal contribution."
ence from the Universityof Michigan and was

The project, carried out from an assigned
M. library, has developed

carrell in the U. of

“Christ, portrayed as an orange sun, with the

surrounding clouds signifyingthe gloom of
day. The next section depictsthe death of
Christ with a fallen sun and a dark, cloudless
sky.
The third section is solid puiple to signify
mourning and Christ's three days in the
tomb. The fourth depicts the resurrection. An
orange backgroundis a symbol of Christ's
presence in the world and a white sun represents his purity. A rainbow extends across the
fourth and fifth panels to reveal Christ's
promise of life to humanity.The final white
sectionrepresentsChrist'svictory over the
world.

class

notes
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Hope Community Reformed Church of Los

Lambertus Hekhuis '13 was honored posthumously last April when an auditorium in the new
Fairmount College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Building at Wichita State University was dedicated
to his memory. Lambertuswent to Wichita in 1926
and headed the departmentof religionand philoso-

phy for 33 years. He served as dean of the college
from 1929-1955.His widow, Jennie Immink '13
Hekhuis was present at the dedication ceremony.

A self-employed artist, Pettys made news
20's
Hope last spring when'he organized a show
of his graphics which employed a trucking
Marie W. Danhof '20 is convalescing at Grand
theme. He has since created supergraphicsfor Valley Nursing Center after surgery performedin
December.
racquetballclubs, manufacturers, bars and
privatehomes in Michigan and Illinois.His Clarence R. Lubbers '24 is part of a third generaat

business,Pip Graphic Design and Painting,is
based in Ludington, Mich.

i
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Kempker

SPRING!! It finally arrived.Another Commencement, Alumni Day, Class Reunions,
are all part of Hope's past. Four-hundredtwenty- four bright expectant graduates have
joined the ranks of the more than 14,000
member Hope Alumni Association.

guests many college functionsare held in the
downstairs rooms such as scholarshipluncheons. These are times when the recipients and
the donors of scholarshipshave a chance to
spend some time together. Departmentsentertain their distinguishedguests in the
house. We invite you to stop and look around.

served in India.

ing

C. Schade'32 inspiredauthor

Tom Dowl-

with stories of his early days in the ministry told

over 20 years ago. Dowling retold one of these
stories in

the December 1978 issue of These Times

magazine. Howard sufferedtwo heart attacks and is

showing signs of improvement in Morton Plant
Hospital, Clearwater,

Fla.

•

John Henderson'36 sold his 17th play, "My Son
the Mayor," for high school and amateur fields. It
be published by the Eldridge Publishing Co. of
Franklin, Ohio in September.

will

Leonard
you are returning to Holland this summer
The new graduates were welcomed into the and will need overnight lodging there is a
Alumni Associationat the annual Alumni
limitedamount of space in our dormitories.
Dinner on May 12 by Steve Prediger,senior Please contact the Alumni Office if you have
class representativeon the Alumni Board.
need of this service.
If

Company, Zeeland, Mich.
Harvey Hoekstra '45 and his wife attended the
serviceof intercessionand communionat National
Presbyterian Church of Washington D.C. The service marked the convening of the 96th United States
Congress. Harvey recently authoreda book entitled, The World Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism.He is president of the RCA
General Synod and a former missionaryto
Ethiopia.

Harold De Roo '46 was invited by Dr. Robert
Schuller '47 to appear as pulpit guest on the

"Hour

Cincinnati.The appointmentis being considered by
President Carter.

Lois Marsilje '32 underwent surgery at Butterworth Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich, to replace
her hip. Lois is a retiredRCA missionarywho

Howard
by Mary

Leonard V anden Bosch '42 was named senior vice
president of the First Michigan Bank and Trust

judgeship in the U.S. Circuit Court of Appealsin

BO's

Alumni Happenings

Angeles, Calif.

tion Hope family. The entrance of granddaughter of Power" service broadcasted in early March.
» i
_ -- .«•
®
Harold is pastor of Rolling Hills Church in
Kim Lubbers in the fall of 1979 will mark the beginZellwood,Fla.
ning of the fourth generation.
Robert J. Danhof '47 has been nominated for a
Joshua Hogenboom '25 was recentlyadmitted to

LeesburgHospital for hean problems.

li

joint compiler of a bibliographyon Russian
scienceand technology, published in 1959.
a

J.

VanHoven

'39 was honored at an

awards banquet for 26 years of serviceto education
and community in Kingsford, Mich. Hope College
student Charles Bell entertained with a solo.

Leonard was the former superintendent of the
Breitung Township school district.

Randall Dekker '47 presented a review of the life
Thomas Paine at the Zeeland(Mich.) Public Library in March. The presentation included a
dramatization of the trial of Thomas Paine with
Randy as his defense attorney. Randy has practiced
law in Zeelandand is presently president of First
Michigan Bank and Trust Co.
Bob Van Dis '47 was featured in a Kalamazoo,
Mich, newspaper sports column. Bob reminised
about his high school’s basketball tournament in
March, 1940 and his college basketballcareer as a
member of the Hope College Blitz Kids, along with
Russ DeVette '47 and Don Mulder '48.
John E. Tirrell '49 was honored at the dedication ceremony of John E-. Tirrell Hall of Oakland
Community College in FarmingtonHills,Mich.
John was Oakland's first president (1964 to 1968).
He now lives in Washington D.C. and is vice president for government affairs at the Washingtonbased American Association of Community and
of

Junior Colleges.

40's

II

The Alumni House faceliftis continuing.The
living room furniture is being redone. We are
grateful for a gift of two antique chests from
the Victor Blekkink estate. The Alumni
House is the scene of much activity during the

With the approach of summer — a beautiful
time in Holland — we at Hope wish' you a
happy, relaxed time. We hope you will have
time to enjoy ! If your vacationwill be spent
in Western Michigan, stop and see us. Hope's
!

The Rev. Dr. Jlerome De Jong '41 accepted a call
to Bethany Reformed Church of Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Ruth De Young '41 Potts has retired from teaching to

take up full-timefiaion writing. Ruth's first

novel. The Lost Kachina will be published in June

by Manor Books, Inc. She
second novel.

is

now working on

a

50's
The Rev. Harvey Calsbeek '50 accepted a call to
First Reformed Church of Omaha Indians, Macy,
Neb.
The Rev. Leon Dykstra '50 accepted his call to be
pastor of evangelismat Forest Grove Reformed
Church of Hudsonville,

Mich.

Sam Noordhoff'50 is directorof Chang

mi

A

births

news
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Arie is the GeneralSecretary of the RCA.
Vernon D. Hoffman '56 spoke at the February

doss notes

forum meeting of Church Women United of Grand
Cornelia Voogd '50 Wendt is the organist and
Rapids, Mich. Vernon is executive directorof the
choir directorat Yoder Memorial Community
Peter, Sept. 24, 1978
Al and Abla Antar '63 Bahret, Ariana Alissa,Dec.
Grand Rapids area Center for Ecumenism.
Jeffreyand Kathleen Gaylord 72 Reynolds, Sarah Church in Howey-in-the-Hills,
Fla. She also is a
28, 1977
John Walchenbach'57 recently returned from a
representativefor Sterling Investors Insurance
John and Mary Esther '67 Baxter, Joel Thomas, Elizabeth, Dec. 29, 1978, Schenectady,N.Y.
visit to RCA mission projects in the Middle East.
David
. 72 and Mary
. Hage 72 Ritsema, Loralee
Company.
May 22, 1978
Richard J. Kelly '58 was appointed group life
LaVeme '51 and Lorraine Vanfarowe '50 Sik- supervisor of Charlton School, a residentialschool
James and Christine Huber '74 Carter, James Fran- Anne, 1978, Muskegon, Mich.
Maurice and Diane Dotter 71 Robbins, Amy kema work with Mission Aviation Fellowship in
cis, Jan. 29, 1979
for troubled adolescents.
Victor and Joyce Keas '63 Derenthal, Jacob Ben, Elizabeth, Feb. 16, 1979, Schenectady,N.Y.
Sudan, a program which serviceshard-to-reach
Phil Toppen '58, recovering after brain surgery,
Jim 71 and Ann Hallisey Rubins,KathleenHal- areas with medical and sustenance needs and evanJan. 1977, Ann Arbor, Mich.
was honored by his son's basketball team which
Garrett E. '72 and MichelleJewell '70 DeGraff, lisey, Oct. 14, 1978
gelical outreach.
dedicated their district tourney game to him. Phil is
Matt
75
and
Vicki
Wiegerink
75
Rumpsa,
Scott
Adrew Jewell, Aug, 27, 1978
Robert M. Stoppels '51 is an uncontested candi- associatedirectorof admissions at Hope College.
Matthew,
Jan.
13,
1979,
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Edward '58 and Mary E. Dejong, Rebecca Lynn,
date seeking electionto his third term as first ward
Alyn '60 and CatherineRynbrandt,Robert Marc,
June 17, 1978, Tucson, Ariz.
commissionerof East Grand Rapids (Mich.) City
60's
Thomas W. and Mary Hoksbergen '61 DeVries, Feb. 15, 1978, Okemos, Mich.
The Rev. FrederickR. Kruithof '61 has accepted
Dan 72 and Tena Saul, Patricia Ann, Dec. 10, 1978, Commission.
Thomas Brent, July 20, 1978
Bill Estell '52 wrote a play relatingthe Christian
a call to pastor Hope Reformed Church of South
Lee '71 and Sher Vanden Heuvel '72 DeYoung, Holland, Mich.
Rusty and Ria Jens '69 Schommer, Scott Michael, faith to current problems.He was inspired by his Haven, Mich. Fritz is resigning as pastor of the
Kristen Lynn, Dec. 5, 1978, South Holland, 111.
students at YuShan Theological Seminary,Taiwan.
Reformed Church Growth Fund congregation of
Tony and Pat Russell '76 Dignum, Aron Edward, July 17, 1978, Vista, Calif.
Larry and Joyce Medema 70 Stancill,Matthew Bill is also arranging a winter tour and recording
Dec. 12, 1978, Grand Haven, Mich.
Carrollton, Tex.
session for two tribal choral groups.
Tom '70 and Debbie Denton '71 Dykstra, adopted Alan, May 31, 1978
The Rev. Harold E. Brown '62 will be leaving his
James A. '65 and Louise Garter '64 Staple, a son, L. James Harvey '52 was promoted to senior vice staff position on the GeneralProgram Council of
Brian Thomas, Oct. 5, 1978
president of Mr. Manis Associates Inc., a manageJune 3, 1978
Jack '71 and Mary Ann Doorlag, Lisa Renee, Aug.
the RCA to begin a new RCA Church Growth conRichard Detrich and Nicola Steele 70, Noelle ment and research consulting firm based in
6, 1978
gregation near Seattle,Wash.
Ken '69 and Barbara Eriks, Adam Joseph, July 23, Leigh, Nov. 8, 1976, Rebecca Nicole, June 27, Washington D.C. He is responsible for marketing,
The Rev. Gordon Dragt '62 and family were the
1978, Wauwatosa, Wis.
staff development,and research and consulting in
1978, Zeeland, Mich.
subject of a story in the Rockland County (N.Y.)
Ronald
and
Jance
Spencer
73
Stegenga,
Robert
education. He has been with the firm for seven
Bill '52 and Judy Workman '69 Estell, Ruth Marie,
John, Oct. 29, 1978
Dec. 3, 1978
years.
Dennis 75 and Debbie Weiss 75 Sturtevant, Norman W. Thompson '53 was appointed to the
Jim and Gayle Spangler '74 Flanigan, Molly ColJoshua Aaron, Dec. 16, 1978
leen, Feb. 1, 1979, Stowe, Vt.
newly establishedHenry King Ransom ProfessorGary '66 and Betty Gilmore, Todd Andrew, Aug. 7 , James '67 and Linda Hamming '67 Fillema, Sara shipof Surgery at the University of MichiganMedElizabeth,
April
14,
1978,
Tucson,
Ariz.
1975, and MerrilyJean, Jan. 18, 1978
ical School. Norman is the first recipientof this' Danny E. Crumley and Karen Jean Noggle 75,
Leslie and Sherri Hook '69 Thatcher, Todd Richard,
Scott T. '72 and Susuan Maxwell '71 Graham,
professorshipand will hold it for the duration of his
March 2, 1979, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Oct. 16, 1978, Lansing, III.
Stephenie Jayne, Aug. 10, 1977
Tom Ganer 75 and Denise Tornga,Oct. 20, 1978
career at the University of Michigan.
John and Jane Kasmersky '70 Greller, Katherine Thomas and Sharon Schaap '63 Vaalburg,Randall Stanley Vander Aarde '53 is actingdirector of the
Glenn Pfeiffer75 and Susan Schlotterbeck, Nov.
Thomas, March 15, 1972, Wendy Joy, Dec. 19,
Elizabeth, Sept. 16, 1978, Spring Lake, Mich.
Arogyavaram MedicalCenter near Madanapalle, 19, 1978, Ithaca, N.Y.
Rich '74 and, Julie Miller '74-Hakken, Elizabeth 1978, Amanda Dawn, Nov. 15, 1978
Don L. Davis 76 and Gail Veronica Mims, March 3,
India, while continuing his work at Mary Lott Lyles
Rick
L.
73
and
Debbi
Doom
75
Vander
Lind,
Ann, Oct. 24, 1978, Grand Rapids, Mich.
1979, Augusta,Ga.
Hospital.
Elizabeth
Meylia,
Aug.
31,
1978
David '73 and Denise Schuiling '73 Harmelink,
Mark Boyce 78 and Mary Ann Reed 76, March 17 ,
John W. '65 and Judie A. Van Raalte '64 Vander Arie Brouwer '56 was chosen Alumnus of the Y ear
Julie Lynn, Aug. 3, 1978, Mt. Holly, N.].
1979, Grand Rapids, Mich.
by NorthwesternCollege in Orange City, Iowa.
Emil and Janice Kemink '68 Hornack, Julia Roest, Darla Sue, July 30, 1978
Fred 74 and Kimberly Evans Van Duhm, Jennifer
Katherine, Sept. 8, 1979, Strongsville,Ohio
Russell S. '76 and Charity Priest 77 Johnson, Anne, Nov. 24, 1978
William 70 and Jane Van Faasen, John Wallace,
Melinda Louise, Sept. 11, 1978, Trenton,Mich.
Warren and Barbara Hayes '68 Johnson, Todd June 14, 1978, Crosse Point Park, Mich.
Paul L. '67 and Carole Roden '68 Van't Hof,
Michael, Feb. 16, 1978
Jim 77 and Wendy Smith 76 Lampert, Matthew Jonathan Paul, Feb. 23, 1978, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Frank and Lois Walvoord 74 Watson, Mark FranCraig, Jan. 22, 1979, Columbus, Ohio
George '55 and Joyce Tyson '61 Magee, adopted cis, Sept. 15, 1978, Marion, N.Y.
Jerry and Mary Richards '69 Watson, David An6-year-old, Koichi
Mike and Barb Small 75 McFadden, Brian Michael, thony, March 24, 1978, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stephen '67 and Anne Cobb '67 Wessling,
Nov. 26, 1978, Holland, Mich.
The deadline of the Alumni Opus arts
Andrew 70 and Lois McAlister 71 Mulder, Colin StephanieLida, Aug. 22, 1978
Carl and PhyllisThompson 70 Westrate, Peter Jay, contest has been extendedto Aug. 1, 1979,
Alister,Oct. 31, 1979, Holland, Mich.
announced Eileen Beyer, contest coordina-'
Douglas and Debbie Northrop 72 Mepham, twin Comstock Park, Mich.
daughters, Rebecca Elizabeth and Sarah Christine, William 71 and BarbaraSeal 74 Weltry, Emily tor. Previous deadline was June 1.
Elizabeth, June 9, 1978
Jan. 24, 1979
Alumni Opus, announced last fall, is a
Robert '66 and Charlotte Miller Werge, Thomas
Craig 71 and Joan Neckers, Joel Steven, Nov. 13,
contest in creativewritingand art. The firstEilif Miller Nov. 28, 1978, Lima, Peru
1978, Grand Rapids, Mich.
William and PatriciaLang '69 Young, Laurence time venture is under the sponsorship of the
Jon '65 and Gloria Langstraat '67 Norton, Daniel
Hope Alumni Association.
Edward, Jan. 6, 1977
George, Feb. 9, 1978
“We have been encouraged by a recent
Ron and Gloria Renkes '68 Pessman, Eric Todd, Kenneth '67 and Sally Cook '69 Zuithoff, Jeffrey
Kenneth, Nov. 2, 1978
pickup in the number of entries received,”
Aug., 1977, Fulton, 111.
said Beyer. “The deadline has been extended
with the hope that alumni will make use of
summer’s more leisurely pace to prepare and
send off their entries.” Selected entries and
a list of winners will be printed in the Winter,
1980, issue of The Hope College Magazine,
as scheduledwith the original deadline.
“Alumni Opus is built on the premise that
there are Hope alumni doing significant work
3,
in the fields of poetry, fiction,photography,
at 9:30 a.m.
and two-dimensional art,” said Beyer.
close at 5;00 p.m.
“Recognition in these fields is generally reAUCTION at 5:00 and 6:30 p.m.
stricted, and excellentwork may never find
CHICKEN
4:30-7:00 p.m.
an audience. This experience can be frustrating. The Alumni Association, through Alumni
Opus, seeks to give recognitionto alumni
artists while giving our general alumni readership all those rewards that come through
J.

Robert '68 and Sharon Staats 71 Quist, Robert

J

1

J

marriages

n

Opus Deodline

Extended

FRIDAY,

AUGUST

1979

OPEN
BOOTHS

BARBECUE

exposureto good art.”
Rules:
1 ) This contest is open to

have been enrolled

Hope

in

*

Woodcut by Don

women and men who
Hope College. Current

students are ineligible. Entries should be

and Western Michiganartists.The decision of the
judges will be final.Announcementof winners will

appear in the Winter, 1980 issue of The Hope
College Magazine.Winners will be notified by mail
before publication.

categories:

7) First

poetry

and second prizes

will

be awarded in each

category.
8) Only unpublishedpoetry and fiction may

b) short stories(fiction only)
c)

resentativefrom the Office of College Relations

all

work done after leaving Hope College.
2) The judges will accept entriesin the following
a)

Steele, ’72

photography

be

3) A contestant may submit as many entriesas
desired. Each entry should be mailed separately.

submitted.
9) The Officeof College Relations retainsthe right
to publish or photograph for publishing in the
Winter, 1980, issue oiThe Hope College Magazine

4) Short stories and poetry must be typed, double-

any

d) two-dimensional
art

spaced, on one side of white, 8V2 X 11 inch paper.
A length of under 10 pages

and address

of

is

suggested. The

name

the author should appear at the top

the right-hand comer of the first page. All subsequent pages must be numbered at the top rightof

hand comer, along with the author’s last name.
5) Photography may be color or black and white;
printsshould not exceed 8V2 X 11 inches. Dry
mounting is strongly suggestedto ensure protection of photos. Photography and art should be
adequately protected for mailing.The artist'sname
and address plus the title of the work should appear
on the upfrer left-hand comer of the back of the
entry.
6) Winners will be selected by a panel of judges
comprisedof Hqpe Cqllege faculty alumni, a rep-

story,

poem, photograph or two-dimensional

entered in the contest that is deemed publishable. Hope College will retainno publication rights
art

March 1, 1980.
10) Poems, short stories and photographsnot ac-

after

companied with

a

self-addressed,stamped en-

velope will not be returned. Large two-dimensional

be returned by the College but the
alumnus/alumna will be billed for the shipping
costs. In any case, Hope College will not be respon-

art will

sible for

the receipt, the return,or the condition of

the entries. The sender assumes all risks.
11) All entriesmust be received by Aug. 1, 1979.
Send your submissionto: Alumni Opus, Office of

49423

College Relations, Hope College, Holland, Michi-

qan

.
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\ News entitled"New Life Suffuses an Old Manse."
The family lives in the 1726 manse of Tappen Reformed Church where Gordon is pastor.
Frank Villerius '63 suffered three heart attacks
since Jan. 28 and is at the SomersetHospital,Somerville, N.J. Frank is pastor of South Branch Re‘formed Church.
Dr. Nancy A. Nieboer '64 is an education program specialist for post-secondary programsat the
headquarters of U.S.'Army Recruiting Command,

World/Witnessof the Word) ambassadorin a
Janet L. Cross '78 accepted a job with World Wide
1978-79program associatedwith The Way Interna- Advertising in Philadelphia.She is responsible for
tional.

Thomas

deaths

writing advertisements and promotional events for
E.

Donia '73 of the

National Trust for

various companies.

Historic Preservation in Washington, D.C. re-

Sally Jo

cently visited Hope College under the Alumni-in-

medical school in July at the University of Kentucky.

Residence program as a guest of the history department.
Chris Lohman '73 has accepted a position as a
budget analyst at the University of Southern

Meador

The Reverend Edwin Boonstra '27 died in Carson Gty, Mich, on Dec. 21, 1978.
He attended Ferris State College and the University of Michigan Dental School where he received

'78 will begin her third year of

Daniel Smith '78 is

a

student at Louisiana State

news
alumni

his doctorate in Dental Surgery and his master's in
University and an industrialhygienist at Uniroyal
Public Health.
Chemical Co.
He practiceddentistry in Detroit and Carson
California.Chris is presently assistantbusiness
John K. Vander Kolk '78 is assistantmanager of
City.
manager at Hope College.
Mr. Steak Restaurant in Jackson, Mich.
Survivors include his wife, Aphra, and a son,
Garry P. Kempker '74 accepted a positionas direc- Wayne A. Van Dyke '78 is a math and physical
Thomas.
tor of marketingfor Michigan National Banks,
education teacherat Hillman High School in Allen, Fort Sheridan, III.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
dale, Mich. Wayne also coaches the varsity basketE Audrey Prins '64 Rasmussen is associated with
Mike Zylstra '74 was named to the board of direc- ball team and is an assistantvarsityfootballcoach.
Barbara Reed '44 Fullerton died on March 2, 1979
; Guggenheim Productions Inc., a Washington
tors of First MichiganBank and Trust Company of
of cancer in Woodsville, New Hampshire.
D.C. -based film making company. In 1977-78,
Zeeland, Mich.
Among her survivors is a son, David.
Audrey worked on a study on intra-governmental
David DeKok '75, a reporter for the Shamokin
media use, and in 1976 she was a televisioncoorNews-Item, won a first place in the news series
Preston J. Maring '33 died on March 2, 1979 in
dinator for the '76 Presidentialdebates. Prior to
category of the 1979 Keystone Press Awards. Dave,
Californiaof a heart attack. A memorialservice was
that, she did televisionproduction for PBS and
a fonner editor of the anchor, will receive an enheld in Bloomfield Hills,Mich.
NBC.
Until his retirement Mr. Maring had been asRebecca Allen '65 Hintze is a senior chemist for graved plaque at the Pennsylvania Newspaper Pub- continued from page 10
lishers Association convention in May. He will also
sociatedwith Parke, Davis & Co. He receiveda B.S.
Shaklee Corp. in California.
receivea certificate for the honorable mention he natural opportunity to increasethe percent- degree in 1935 from the University of Illinois. He
Christian Buys '66 has been appointed vice chanage of foreign studentswhom we try to attract
won in March in the photo competition of the
was a past president of the Hope Alumni Associacellor for academic affairs at University of Houston
PennsylvaniaPress Photographer's Association.
to Hope College. To do this we may have to
tion. He was active in many volunteer organizaVictoria Campus. Chris is associateprofessor of
Barbel Thoens '75 Masghati is a student and
consideroffering special programs designed to tions,including the American Red Cross and
psychologyand has been special assistantto the
graduate assistantat Ohio State University.
United Ministries in Higher Education.
chancellor for the past seven months.
meet their particular educationalneeds.
He is survived by his wife, Lucille ; a son, Preston
Don McClow '66 was promoted to chief of adver- Laurie Shiflett '75 McNamara was promoted to
5) An increase in the foreign student popuassistantmanager of a K and B Drug store in AbJ. '67, and two daughters, Sandra Smith and Bartising and sales promotionfor the Nashville, Tenn.
lation of the college would probably require
beville,La.
bara Quinn.
Army DistrictRecruiting Command. Don dethat we give additional emphasis to developvelops,distributesand coordinatesArmy recruiting Deborah Boraski '76 Browning will spend the
next two years in the Figi Islands with the Peace ing a more comprehensive program of teachElmer Nienhuis '35 died in Holland, Mich, on
and advertisingthroughoutVirginia,Georgia, and
Corps.
Her work will involve small scale gardening ing "English as a Second Language."This
March 20, 1979 following a short illness.
part of Tennesseeand Kentucky.
and child care.
would, at the same time, strengthen our reMr. Nienhuisworked as a Defense Department
Michael M. Vogas '67 joined John Poort Jr.
I Agency of NorthwesternMutual Life Insurance BeverlyKerlikowske '76 Daane played a leading sourcesfor training Hope studentsto meet the qualitycontrol representativeuntil his retirement
role in the Grand Rapids, Mich. Civic Theater's
growing demand for graduates wh‘o can serve in 1971.
Co. in Muskegon, Mich.
production of "Relatively Speaking." Beverly plans abroad as teachers of English.
Surviving are his wife, Marie ; a son, Conrad '66 ;
Daniel J. Egy '68 will be assistantprofessor of
and a daughter, Leslie Nienhuis'69 Herbig.
economics at Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, tocontinue doing local theaterwhile seeking a posi6) Since the challengesdiscussedreally contion in the field of advertising.
N.Y. in the fall.
cern not only education but the nation — that
James L. Poppen '26, renowned neurosurgeon,
Roger Rozeboom '68 was selectedCitizen of the Linda Mitchell '76 has opened and is operating a is to say the whole community — meeting
Suzuki
Violin
Institute
in
Jackson,
Midi.
died in Dec., 1978 in Boston, Mass.
Year by the Columbine,Colo. Jaycees. Roger was
them should not be regarded the task of the
Chuck Stagg '76 is a field supervisor for Keck
Dr. Poppen received his M.D. degree from Rush
also chosen by the Columbine newspaper.The InConsulting Services Inc., a hydrogeological firm. college acting alone. Rather, we need to coopMedical School. He took his residency in Surgery at
dependent, as one of six outstanding citizens in the
Illinois Research and Educational Hospital. He was
south suburban Denver area. He is minister at Faith Lynn Thomas '77 is teaching 9th grade English at erate with business and industry, public and
privateorganizationsand individualsof all
Chief of Neurosurgeryat the Lahey Clinic. In 1970
Community Center, a church he establishedin a NorthridgeHigh School in Middlebury,Ind.
JeffBoes'78is completing his M.S. degree in com- walks of life. Business executives,alumni
shopping center in Columbine.
puter sdence at the University of Pittsburgh.
The Rev. Dale D. Matthews '69 received the
from variousprofessions, members of minor-1979 CommunityDistinguished ServiceAward. He Paula Houghton '78 Boes is a research associate ity groups and a wide range of people indisi is pastorof Church of the Living Christ in Fremont, for BiodedsionLabs in Pittsburgh.
Mark Boyce '78 is in the careerstrainingprogram criminately lumped together as "senior citiMich.
zens" have talents and experiences which
at Steelcase,Inc. of Grand Rapids, Mich.
could add significantly to the kind of interna70's
tional exposure and global understanding
. The Rev. Mark Nieuwsma '70 accepted a call to
which we ought to provide for our students.
be the minister of lay developmentat Unity ReUndoubtedly many other recommendations
R formed Church in Muskegon, Mich.
could be added to the few sketched
Bill Van Auken '70 teaches 4th and 5th grade for
West Ottawa, Mich, school district.
out here if we are seriousabout addressF. Barry Schreiber '71 worked with Center for
ing these issues. As Dr. Lubbers used to say:
Advanced Police Studies in the Netherlandsin
"At Hope Collegewe don't have problems, we
. March. Barry is assistant professorin the criminol- Daniel J. Egy '68, Ph.D. Economics, State Univerhave opportunities."I am certain that the
sity of New York at Albany, spring, 1979
I ogy program at the University of Minnesota,
Education do
Laurie Shiflett'75 McNamara, M.A. Marine Sci- changing trends in International
} Duluth..
represent both challengesand opportunities.
Janice Thompson '71 Van Auken teaches private ence, Louisiana State University, May, 1977
Laurence P. Peterson'73, Ph.D. Biology, Mar- How well we will be able to deal with them
piano in Holland, Mich.
quette University, Dec. 22, 1978
will ultimatelydepend on whether we accept
Margaret Louise Beretz '72 was ordained and inMary Wiersema '61 Vermeulen, M.Ed. Counselstalled as pastorof Faith United Church of Christ in
as imperative the need to provide a global
ing, The College of Williamand Mary, May, 1979
, Hammond, Ind. April 8, 1979.
perspectivefor our students and if we are
Lois Hall '51 Viening,M.A. Education, Wayne
I Richard Hine '72 is in the officers training pro- State University, Dec., 1978
willing to considereither adjustingor reorder( gram of the U.S. Marines.
Nancy Wallendal'72, M.A. Mathematics, ing our other individualand institutional
Ellen J. Morgan '72 is a W O W. (Word over the Montclair State College, Jan. 31, 1979
priorities accordingly.
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he became the head of
tal
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Second Annual

RUN DIKE

SWIM

New
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England BaptistHospi-

Neurosurgical Section, and contributed greatly
the Hospital's worldwide reputation for

neurosurgery.
Dr. Poppen was responsible for devising many
modem neurosurgical techniques and heauthoreda
book as well as many articles and papers during his
Dr. Poppen was called in when President John F.
Kennedy was shot in Dallasand again when Senator
Roben Kennedy was shot. He also treatedprominent patients in Argentina, Mexico, Uruguay,
Venezuela,and Brazil.Dr. Poppen held many nationaland internationalhonors.
Dr. Poppen is survived by his wife, Nancy; a
daughter, Elizabeth; and a son, John.

UmekichiTsuda

'32 died on Sept. 21, 1978.

He

had suffered a stroke in the spring of 1978.

Join Us

October
(In

conjunaion with

Homecoming

Among

20
'79)

Doth competitive and recreational activity

his survivors are four children.

The Rev. Gerrit Van Peursem 07 died on March
16, 1979 in Spring Valley, N.Y.
Dr. Van Peursem was the first non-medicalmissionary to enter the interior of Saudi Arabia. After
returning from active missionaryservice the Van
Peursems served North Branch (N.J.) Reformed
Church.
Dr. Van Peursem was preceded in death by his
wife in 1976.

Among

his

survivorsare his daughters

Mrs. Norman Lane and Gertrude Van Peursem
'35 Bell.

for

the runner, biker or swimmer.

Donald

J.

Weener,

the

son of the Reverend Jay '49

and Jean Wiersma '49 Weener, was killed in a

For information contact Prof. Glenn

Hope

College, Holland, Ml

SPONSORED DY ODL,

Inc,

Von Wieren,

49423

Zeeland, Mich.

motorcycle accident in Holland, Mich, on
18, 1979.

March

The Weeners have establishedthe Donald
Weener Memorial Fund in his memory to provide
piano scholarshipsto deserving Hope students.This
award will be given each year through the Music

1£

«

hope

Ajmmer
reperbory
bheabre

the 1979
hope summer theatre
presents

an exciting adventure in 'repertory
with

A FuMY

Thing Happened

On

The Way ToTke Forum
a musical by
Stephen Sondheim. Burl Shevelove
and Larry Gellbarl
A madcap romp lull of hilarious
illogicalitiesand zany nonsense
OPENS IN THE REPERTORY JULY 6

opening

THE

RAINMAKER
a romantic

N

comedy by
Nash

Richard

at its finest— a warm
human heart
THE REPERTORY JULY 13

American drama
look into the

OPENS

IN

mmc

HGRe.

swnnG

now

_

FnHn<;pi1 is

S

new musical review by
Richard Mallby. Jr and David Shire
This marvelous review sings to
everyone who is m love, about to be in
love or wishes they were in love
OPENS IN THE REPERTORY JULY 27

NAME

a

---

ADDRESS

--

SEASON COUPON $16.00
STUDENT & SR. CITIZENS $14.00

for

ADULT

STUDENT OR

6

July

SR. CITIZEN

--

---

-

—
-

—

‘

-•

GIwelf(hJMigF^
a

comedy by

SINGLE ADMISSIONS

William Shakespeare

TELEPHONE-

The most popular of Shakespeare s
romantic comedies, full of wit poetry
and memorable characters

OPENS

IN

THE REPERTORY AUGUST

3

The repertory format allows you to attend the

^

four plays of this summer seasonal your convenience See the calendar to choose your

performancedates

ADULTS

(Musicals)
(Plays)

HOPE SUMMER THEATRE
DEWITT CENTER
12th St. AT COLUMBIA AVENUE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423

12)

$3.00
Student Rush
$2.50
(1 5 minutes before show— any available seat)

Tickets

Children (under

MAIL TO:

$6.00
$5-00

Information available on group rates
and theatre/party reservations.

(616) 392-1449

SEASON COUPON SALE ENDS JULY 6

